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Abatract

The flowering of partiality has led to a wild bunch of new logica, or
old logics decorated with new semantics: e.g. intuitioniatic logic, relevance
logic, Veltman's data logic, the aituational syatem of Barwise and Kamp,
Levesque's logic of explicit belief, Muskens' partial type theory, or even
classical logic with the implicitly partial approach by aemantic tablesux due
to Beth. Though this proliferation be madness, yet there is method in it.

We will focus on the purely (modal) propositional parts of partial logica.
Then it turns out that for a number of semantic systems there are no tau-
tologies at all; this automatically leads to paying greater attention to rules
of conaequences relating formulas, rather than study the validity of aingle
formulas. In fact the whole enterprise provokes a reconsideration of some of
the most fundamental logical notions, auch as: the nature of the ontology:
(partial or total, coherent or incoherent situations?); the truth and falaity
conditions involved; the type of validity (e.g. unrestricted verification veraue
falsifiability, or a more reatricted version); and last but no least, the crucial
notion of consequence.

The interaction of these notions can be parametrized. A number of
possible values of these parameters will - for good reasons, of courae -
be considered the standard case in what follows. Thia both leads to a
classification of occurring systems, and to the formulation of a number ofnew
systems, especially for the modal case. Not every combination of parameters
leads to a different systems: a number of reductions will be established. E.g.
for the general semantics with possibly partial and incoherent situations
both types of unrestricted validation amount to the same - dealing with
the relative type of consequence, one obtains the rules of relevance logic
( "tautological entailment"), and no tautologies.

Within the modal language things are a lot more complicated and the
completeness proofa become rather involved. The theory ia adequate in de-
scribing the partial logica mentioned. Extending a result of van Benthem,
we give a partial semantics for the modal system K. A modal extenaion of
Kamp's system, with an interesting characterizing rule aystem, may be at-
tractive for epistemic purposes. Levesque's system turna out to be extremely
non-standard, but the modal propositional piece of Muskens' partial type
theory can be easily recasted in our present theory.
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2 1 INTROD UCTION AND PROGRAM

1 Introduction and program `

During the last decade aeveral partial logica have been suggested in lit-
erature. Sometimea auch a new approach is based on semantic ideaa, where
the valuation is not total as in cla8sical logic but poasibly partial, thereby ex-
plaining the very term partial logic. In other cases the prime motivation is a
deductive one, based on intuitiona about proper entailments, i.e. inferential
principles which are meant to describe ordinary reasoning more adequately
than classical logic and to avoid alleged `fallacies of relevance' or, in the
realm of epistemic logic, problems such as undeairable `logical omniacience'.
In these cases only after establishing the principles one noticed that they
required a new partial semantics.

In fact in the case of entailment it appeared that mere partiality was not
enough. Apart from being partial the valuation function should be allowed
to be pluri-valued as well, thereby leading to conflicting truth values (both
true and false). So, the valuation of a proposition can now be undefined
and overdefined.

Since our prime goal here is to model modal rather than mere propo-
sitional logic, we have to consider seta of valuations instead of one single
valuation, or equivalently, index a global valuation function by meana of
entities like poasible worlds. Moreover, since we are interested in the effects
of partiality, we replace the notion of a posaióle world by that of a situation
which can both be incomplete and inconaistent. We will use these aitua-
tions right from the start, even in purely propositional logic, where they
are superfluous. Then one of the major choices we can make is related to
the issue indicated above: should we allow (minor2) inconsistencies or not?
Inatead of using the term `inconsistent' we shall call such situationa inco-
herent. One approach, discussed extensively in sections 2.2 and 3.2, ia to
reatrict ourselves to coherent situations. Without this restriction we will

lI am grateful to the reaponaive audiencea of the Amaterdam ITLI `promovendi collo-
quium' in November 1987 and the ITK reaearch group on interpretation and representa-
tion in Tilburg, Msy 1989. Eapecially Johan van Benthem, Frank Veltman and Reinhard
Muakena have made verq valuable suggeationa. Anita Cremera did careful proof reading
in an earlier atage. Many othera ought to be praised for their patience.

~Thia term, which atema from reaearch in AI related to relevance logic, ia rather mis-
leading. The idea ia that an inconaiatency between two data ahould not deatroy the overall
performance of the syatem. Although thie can eaaily be achieved in four-valued logic, one
ahould keep in mind that one inconaiatency entaila an infinity of othera, even formulaa
contsining facta unrelated to the contradiction.
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speak of (general~ situation models. The effect of this class of models will
be discussed in sections 2.3 and 3.3.

According to present local interest, and to fascilitate comparison, we
focussed on the purely propositional and modal part of partial logics. Our
initial idea was to give an systematic overview of the proposals presented
in literature and possibly extend them to modal logic. Then it turned out
that, already in the propositional case, choices concerning such key notions
as rule and validity sometimes appeared to be arbitrary or ad hoc. In other
words, the attempted regimentation forced us to study several alternatives.
The point is that in classical logica some diatinctions are suppresaed that
prove to be rather important for partial logics.

Firstly, in classical semantics a formula is valid if it ia true for every valu-
ation, or, equivalently, false for no valuation. The central issue here is that a
distinction between `true everywhere' ( verifiable validity) and `false nowhere'
(falsifiable validity), which is hidden in classical semantica, is predominant
in the realm of partial models: both notions are essentially different there.
E.g., the law of excluded middle cpV ~~o is valid for coherent situations under
the falsification perspective ( it is never false), but it is not valid under the
verification ( `always true') perspective, for the valuation may be undefined
with reapect to cp. In fact more possibilities than these two perspectives
emerge once we enter modal logic.

Secondly, although rules display the same diatinction relative to validity
as formulas do, they differ along yet another dimension. One view (which
is what we shall call the absolute approach) is to regard rules as operations
on theorems (tautologies): given a number of theorems they produce a new
theorem. Another view is to consider them as operations on arbitrary for-
mulas. This does not make much difference for clasaicial logic3 but it doea
for partial logic, and in fact it already shows up in modal logic too. The
difference between abaolute and relative conaequence can be illustrated by
some well-known examples: elementary logic usually contains the relative
rule Modus Ponens (ip, cp -a tli ~~i), whereas claasical modal logic invokes
the absolute rule of Necessitation (~ ip ~~ o~i). It will be shown that the
relative perspective again leads to two different approachea. One is a seman-

~Thia ia not to say that the two notiona coincide, neither in senae nor in extenaion. The
relative conatrual is the etronger one aince rp F- ~i impliea F- rp ~F- ~i but not vice versa.
[Cutryó3, p.97~8,175~6] is very accurate on thia point. Yet on p.176 Curry notices that
for a natural deduction rule such as ~p n~i~~p "the prefix `~' ia here auperfluoue[. . .]" (nay,
incorrect!), and on p.367 he avoida auch prefixing for modal inferencea in a rather opaque
way. Still it haa to be admitted that in everyday logical practice one ia often much more
aloppy. ( aee aectiona 2 and 3.1 for a thorough treatment,though)
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tic treatment of rules that is a direct generalization of that for formulas (the
relative approach): then a rule is valid iff any situation that supports (or:
does not reject) the premises also supports (does not reject) the conclueion.
Another is meant to reduce the treatment of rules to that of formulas by
invoking the deduction theorem as a heuristic principle: the conclusion then
follows from the premise iff the relevant implication - with the premise as
antecedent and the conclusion as consequent - is logically valid. Defined
as an independent criterion for validity of rules, this leads to mixture of
the relative verification and falsication clauses; therefore this approach is
called the reductive or mixed one. Again these are only the possiblities that
immediately suggest themselves.

Thirdly, one may choose different truth conditions for the operators.
Even in simple propositional logic there are options. One way to underatand
the cause of this variety is to study the connections between the new field of
partial logic and the older area of multiple-valued logic, which is discussed
in section 2.4 (bonus of this reduction for propositional logic are useful
results on axiomatization and definability). It is well-known that different
truth-conditions compatible with classical logic are possible e.g. for -~. In
section 2.6 that concludes the propositional part of this paper we notice that
in fact the situation perspective is richer than that of three- or four-valued
logic for it also allows truth conditions with a genuine modal flavour, in
the sense that they make reference to extensions of the situation on which
interpretation takes place.

This modal perspective is put in a more general setting in chapter 3,
where modality is interpreted by means of an arbitrary accessibility rela-
tion, which may be different from plain extension. In all, this approach is
very much in the spirit of ordinary Kripke models, with partiality and~or
incoherence imposed on valuation.

Many propositional (completeness) results turn out to have a modal
counterpart. On one hand, van Benthem's partial approach to classical logic
generalizes to a genuine partial perspective on the minimal normal system
K. And, on the other hand, the relevant logics (depending on the ontological
nature of the situations) that describe relative validity show to be attrac-
tive systems for different applications. E.g. in an epistemic interpretation,
problems of `logical omniscience' attributed to knowledge of tautologies and
closure of knowledge under implication can now be circumvented in an ele-
gant and non-ad hocish way.
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2 Propositional logics

2.1 Some historical notes

The still recent history of partiality is interesting on its own and warrants
an extensive research. [van Benthem84] suggests that already Beth's seman-
tic tableaux, originating from the thirties, contain implicit partiality. In a
Beth tableau one tests the validity of an inference by trying to construct a
counter-example; only propositional variables occurring in the premises and
conclusion have to get a truth value and often not even all of them!

Much research in multi-valued logic from the first half of the century may
be considered partial logic avant la ledtre, and in fact a number of connec-
tions between partial and multi-valued logic are established in ~ 2.4. Still the
perspective is different, and the partial approach turns out to be more flexi-
ble and general. E.g. incorporating extensions of situations is at least more
natural in partial semantics. An important and influential atep with regard
to auch extensions has been [van ~aassenóó]. This semantics uses so-called
supervaluations which make a formula true (or false) if it is verified (respec-
tively falsified) in the usual sense by all completions (-complete extensions)
of the supervaluation. Of course it is possible to recast this approach within
the multiple-valued framework, but a situational intention is clearly more
transparant in this respect. Also of great importance, though on a more
philosophical, yet rather technical level, is [Kripke75] where Tarskian para-
doxes in the foundations of semantics are avoided by introducing a truth
value gap.

The transition from worlds to situations was made independently by sev-
eral authors, most explicitly by [Humberstone8l] and especially [Barwise8l].
Barwise's theory, covering the semantics of perception verbs, has been for-
malized and studied to considerable depth in [Kamp83]. And, though as
yet unpublished, Kamp's paper forms a more tractible source than Bar-
wise and Perry's later work on situation semantics. Although Kamp avoids
much of the "newspeak" terminology in situation semantics, we still prefer
a more classical type of models, independent of language and real world.
Consequently we shall avoid the linguistic description of aituations, which
simplifies the presentation enormously. And, en passant the tension between
real world description and modeltheoretic aemantics is circumvented.
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2.2 Coherent situation semantics

The following system, originating essentially from [Barwise8l] has become
standard throughout the last years ( cf. [Fenstad e.a.87]). It performs an
elegant presentation of a tentative partial semantics for propositional lan-
guages. Assume the propositional language to be construed in the obvious
way with a set of propositional atoms called Prop. Given a model (S, V),
S being a set of coherent situations (or: partial worlds) and V a partial
function from Prop x S to {0,1} (truth values), the usual truth conditions
relative to (S,V) and a E S take the form: ((S,V),a~ cp is abbreviated to
a~ ip when no confusion arises )

a~ p q V(p, a) - 1(dP E Prop) a~ p q V(p, a) - ~(dp E Prop)
a~ ~a q a~ a s~ ~a q a~ a
s~ an~Qqa~ a anda~ p a~ a~Aqa~ aora~p

One says that a verifies (or satisfies, supports) ~p whenever a~ ~p and that
a falsifies ( or rejects) ~p whenever a~ ~p.

The truth conditions for the other propositional connectives then follow
directly from the given conventions and the usual recursive definitions

. a V A :- ~(~a n ~A)~

~ a --~ ,0 :- ~a V A,

~ aHp:-(a--~A)n(p--~a).

This leads to derived truth conditions for V, --~ and H:

e~aV~iqs~aors~~i s~aV~Qqa~aanda~(3
a~a-~~iqa~aora~,0 s~a-.~3qs~aanda~~3
s~a.-~,Oqa~a,pora~a,~Ci a~a~~3qs~a,a~~iora~a,a~(i

In fact it will be convenient for several results to make the preaentation
entirely symmetrical by adding V as a basic symbol.

Due to these clauses a situation need not verify classical tautologies,
such as the `law of excluded middle'. So, possibly s~ cp V ~rp (which is
intended when employing a truth value gap) and a~ cp -~ ~p (which is
counterintuitive)4

~í.ukasiewics' proposal `to fill the gap' by making ~ ~ J3 ttue when both antecedent
and consequent are undefined fixes this problem but produces many other counterintuitive
results, e.g. when a nnd f3 are independent unknown propositione.
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But of course the force of this semantics is not solely determined by its
truth conditions. One other factor is the notion of validity. In the classical
propositional case (i.e. when V remains total) a formula is valid if it is
verified everywhere, or, equivalently, falsified nowhere. Interestingly, in the
partial case the notions of verification and falsifiability diverge widely, akin
to what would be suggested from the perspective of philosophy of science.
We shall discusa both options below.

Propositional veriflcation

Presumably the first possibility which suggests itself is to call a formula valid
if it is supported by every situation in each model. So we define

Deflnition 1 (VERIF)
cp is verifiaóly valid i,~` for every model M-(S,V) and every s E S:
M, a~ ~p (Notation: ~ ~p J

This notion turns out to have weird logical consequences, however. Above
all, basing oneself on the ground that a logic is described to a large extent
by the set of valid formulas, we are confronted with a rather disturbing fact.

Theorem 1 The set of verifiably valid formulas is empty.

proof: For each formula ~p consider the singleton model ({s}, V) where V
leaves every atom in ~p undefined in situation s. Then ({a}, V), s~ ~p by
induction over subformulas of cp. ~

Since there are no valid formulas according to the verification perspec-
tive, there is no point in invoking a deduction theorem which reduces valid
consequence to valid implication. So, for verification, the absolute and the
reductive approach to rules are uninformative: these notions would yield the
total set of rules ( R) or the empty set (0) respectively. But in the relative
approach, an evaluation of arguments is required since the logic is fully spec-
ified by its rules rather than its axioms. So we need to give the definition
of relative verifiable validity, called strong consequence in [Barwise8l]:

Deflnition 2 (VERIFT~i)
al, . .., a„~~pl, ...,~3„ is relatively verifiably valid ifj`' for every M, a such that
M, a~ al ~ aZ ~ ... ~ a,,, it holds that M, s~ pi v p2 v ... V p„
(Notation: al,...,a,,,~ ~3i,...,pnJ
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This natural extension of VERIF leads to a sort of inferential rule which
can roughly be described by: al , ..., a,n ~ Al ,... , An iff the rule is classically
valid and the alphas cont ain the same atoms as the betas. This correctly
predicts the validity of llfodus Ponenss, while excluding invalid instances
of t[i~ cp V~~p. However, there are some exceptions to this observation
too. One is that the principle does not yield the valid rule ~p~ ~p V~i.
Moreover, relaxation of the condition of identity of vocabulary on both sides
to containment is purely mistaken: the possible rule p~p n(q V~q) ia not
valid, whereas p, q~ p of course is. In fact this notion of conaequence is
monotonous on both sides: if it is the case that al, ..., a,,, ~,Ol, ..., An
then also al,...ia.n~71~...~7k~ Nl,...ipn,bli...,b~.

Fortunately [Kamp83] gives a complete description of the set of valid
rules. In appendix A we shall discuss the actual system he proposes and his
completeness proof, restricting ourselves, as before, to the purely proposi-
tional case. Here, we have tried to provide a more concise deductive system,
which contains a closure principle in order to avoid cumbersome notation
for derivations (R9 here), as well as a generalization schema (R10).

(R1) ~~cp e~ ~p (`the law of double negation')

(R2) ~(cp n tli) a~~p V~tli (first `de Morgan's law')

(R3) ~(cp V tli) q~rp n~~i (second `de Morgan's law')

(R4) cpn~i~~p cpn~i~t~i

(Rb) ip~~pVt~i ~i~ipV~i

(R8) if cp, p~ X and t~i, p~ X then rp V~i, p~ X

(R7) ifX~~P~PandX~tli,PthenX~~Pn~~P

(R8) ip n ~ip ~ tli (ex falso)

( R9) if ~p ~ t~i and ~i ~ X then ~p ~ X

(R10) A~ B iff there are nonempty sets {al, .. ., a,,,} C A and {Al, ...,~iin} C
Bsuchthata1n...na,,,~A1V...VQn
(notation: a1,...,a,n ~ ~(31,...,p„)

Some commenta are in order here. Firstly, ~ can be replaced by ~,
which however does not possess a standard symmetrical variant. (perhaps

óSince the syatem of rules does not possess real axioms (which are absent here, anyway),
it ehould contain more than just Modua Ponena.
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H?). We will use ~ in case we want to stress the `syntactic' nature of rules.
The intention of the given set of rules is that they e~ntail all valid rules. Some
of these (meta)-rules atipulate valid ruks, others ~rega how rulea ought
to be derived from other rules.

Secondly, note that these rules a,re in the apirit of natural deduction. The
usual atarting rule, viz. al, ..., a,,, ~ pl, ..., p„ if aome a; equals some ,0„
follows automatically from this system.e. Distributivity and associativity of
~ and V, together with a cut-rule, are proven in app~rldix A.

Thirdly, notice that aome useful primcipj;ea ~t~e iA~~i~ied by this part of
the system:

~ ~p, ~i ~ ip ~~ji (implied by R10)

~ laws of distribution and association (see appeudix A)

~(cut-rule) if A~ B, y and A,7 ~ B then A~ B (see appendix A)

~ if ~p ~~i and A, tli ~ B then A, yo ~ B(by R7)

~ if ip ~~i and A~ B, cp then A~ B, TG (by R6)

. if~pq~ithencp~Xq~i~X

~ if~pq~ithen~pVXq~iVX

Now let rLtbe the set of deductive rules generated by R1-10. We obtain
the following important

Theorem 2 A~ ~p a A~rLt cp.

proof: Verification with coherent situations is obvioualy sound with respect
to the rules of rLt, as the reader may easily check.

To prove the other direction we uae a Henkin-style method. So one
argues by contraposition. Suppose that A If ~. Now the standard way to
extend A U{~ip} does not fit into this semantics: as tloted ~p If cp n(~i V~~i),
but {cp, ~(cp ~(~i V~~i))} is now inconaiatent. So we have to proceed more
carefully. But the idea is still basically the same: w~ want to extend A to a
set 0 such that ~p ~ ~ and for which we can prove a truth lemma: 0~ t~i
iff ~i E 0 for each ~i. Then, obviously 0~ cp and we are done.

"For by R4 ~p n rp ~ ~p, eo (R10) {~p, rp} ~ {tp}, .na again by 810: ~p ~ rp. Applying
R10 once more yielda A~ B if there i~ a~ E A n B.
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So let ~po, ipl, . ..,~Pn ... be an enumeration of the (well-formed) formulas
such that each formula of the language occurs countably many times in it.7

On is defined recursively in such a way that it does not entail ~p:

. Do-Ai

. lf 03n ~~n then 03n.}3 - 03nt2 - 03nf1 - 03ni

. if ~3n ~ ~pn then:

' ~3nf1 - 03n ~~ {~n}i

- 03n.}2 - 03n-~1 U{1G} lf tpn - t,1 V X arid 03nt1, ~ fÍ iP, e18e
03nf2 - ~3n~li

- ~3n~3 - 03nf2 U{X} if cpn -~i V X and 03nfz, X ~Í ~P, else
03nf3 - ~3n}2.

Let 0 be ~Jn On. Before actually proving the truth lemma it is useful to
show some important properties: s

1. 0 is a theory, i.e. closed under the rules of rL}: if ~ ~- ~i then there
are bl , ..., bk E 0 such that bi n.-. ~ bk F- ~i. So there is an l with
bl ,..., bk E Ot and by the way we defined the enumeration of ~pn: there
is an n ~ 3 for which ~i - ~pn. Therefore 03n ~ cpn, and consequently
7,1 E ~3n-~1 ~ 0.

2. cp ~ ~ holds if 0 F~ cp, which on its turn is implied by Ok Ff ~p for every
k; we can show this by induction on k:

. For k- 0 this is presupposed (A If ~p);

next suppose that ~3n I~ cp, the induction hypothesis;

. If k - 3n ~- 1, assume the proposition to hold for 03n and 03n ~
~pn (the other case is trivial). Now suppose 03nf1 ~~P. The
cut theorem then shows 03n ~ rp which contradicts the induction
hypothesis, s0 03n~1 y rPi

. For k - 3n f 2 and k- 3n ~ 3 the proposition follows directly
from the definition of Ok.

~The countable repetition of formulae fascilitntea some stepa of the proof, although
one can do without. Of couree from an arbitrary enumeration ~o, ~1i ~iz, ~~, ... one can
form an enumeration with countable repetition ~io, ~~o, ~i , ~~o, ~i, ~z, ~~o, ~i, ~z, ~a, ~...,
which amounte to a sequence {~pn}„ where ~p~rlr~ll~w -~w if k C l.

"The constructed ~ is what ia called a`eaturated eet' in [Acze168] and [Thomasonó8],
cf. aleo the notion 'CS-theory' in [Veltman85]; we will frequently use these notione in
section 3.
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Due to R8 this also shows that 0 is consistent w.r.t. rLt.

3. 0 is saturated, in that it `decides' disjunctions: if ~iVX E 0 then ~ji E 0
or X E 0. We will give an indirect proof: assume that ~i V X E t,, yet
~i ~ ~ and X~ 0. Thus for some n: 03i ~- ~i V X, 03n, ~Íi ~ cp, and
03,,, X~~p. Then 03ni r~i V X~ ~p, and so ~~ Sp, which contradicts
~P~O.

4. We now form the canonical model {0, V~} by defining V~(p, 0) - 1 iff
p E ~ and V~(p, 0) - 0 iff ~p E ~. Since 0 is a consistent theory, V~
is indeed a well-defined partial function. Then we obtain the

truth lemma
A~ ~iiff~iEAand A~~iiff~~iE Aforall~ji.

We show this by simultaneous induction on the structure of ~i.

~(basic case) if ~i is a propositional atom, the lemma holds by the
definition of V~.

For the next cases assume the lemma to hold for 1[i up to certain
complexity, ( the induction hypothesis, Ix); we will make excessive
use of the fact that ~ is a theory.

~ let ~i be of the form ~X.
0~~X lff ~~ X iff (IH) ~X E 0.
0~ ~Xiff~~ X iff(Ix)XE Diff(R1) ~~XE 0.

~ let~i-an~3.
0~ an,0iff0~ aóLO~~(iiff(IH)aE08zAEDiff(R4and
R7)an~0E0.
O~an~0iff0~aor0~piff(IH)~aEDor~~OEDiff(R5
and saturation) ~a V~,0 E 0 iff (R2) ~(a n p) E p.

~ let~i-aV~O.
~~aVAiffO~aorO~piff(Ix)a E t1orA E Diff
(R5,saturation) a V ,0 E 0.
O~aV~3iff0~a8i~~~3iff(IH)~a E 08c ~,0 E Diff
(R4,R7) ~a n~,0 E 0 iff (R3) ~(a V p) E 0. ~

Yet, from the syntactic point of view the verification approach may still
seem strange since it produces a logic without axioms. So let me now pay
attention to the other option suggested above.
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Propositional falsiflability

Deflnition 3 (FALSIF)
cp is falsifiably valid ifj` for no model M-(S, V) and no s E S:
M, s ~ cp (Notation: ~ cp~

E.g. cpV ~~p is valid under this definition simply because it is never rejected.
Since there are valid formulas now, we do not really need a separate def-
inition of consequence: the notion falsifiably valid rule can be reduced to
that for formulas by stipulating a„0 ~ ry:- ~(a n p) -~ ~. I.e. one can
employ a perspective to rules according to the deduction theorem. Since
s~(a n,Q) -~ 7 lff [F s~ a AND s~,O THEN s~ y, the effect is that falsi-
fiability of the conclusion `mixes' with the truth of the premises. We ahall
therefore call this type of validity mixed falsifiability.

Deflnition 4 (FALSIF,,,i~)
rpl, ..., ipn~~i is mixed falsifiably valid ifj` for every M and s:
IF M,s~ cPl, ..., M,sl- cp„ THEN M,s~ 1~J.

This notion gives rise to a remarkable `unpartial' result, reported in
[van Benthem84].

Theorem 3 (van Benthem)
FALSIF„~;x on coherent models is completely describable by some system of
classical pmpositional logic (pL).9

Instead of reproving this result we will treat the similar case of absolute
falsifiable validity.

Deflnition 5 (FALSIFaba)
ipl, ..., cpn~~i is absolutely falsifiably valid ifj` ~ rpl and ... and ~ ip„ jointly
imply ~ tli.

Absolute rules such as ~ ~p ~ ~- ~ suffer from a complication not yet
dealt with. The point is that in addition to relatively or mixedly valid
propositional rules there is a class of absolute rules that qualify by the
simple reason that the premiss is a contingent formula: e.g. ~ p~ ~- q
whereas of course p y q. Without claiming elegancy, we can give a very
simple solution: let the rules of pL be combíned with scheme

9van Benthem uses Beth tableaus (or Gentzen sequenta) and the notione of etrong
and weak consequence, where we (would) use ordinary modela, and relative verifiable and
mixed falaifiable validity, respectively.
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iP ~ ~i if X ~ ~P

yielding the `absolute' propositional logic pL~`. At this point we may won-
der whether we are not overdoing things for the above ruleacheme ca,n be
reformulated as:

~ ~p ~~ tli if F~ cP

and does not this follow from the very meaning of the inference relation ~?
The answer to this question is that although this `implication interpretation'
is clearly intended, it does not exist a priori, for it can only be obtained once
a completeness correspondence between deductive system and semantics has
been established ... and for the latter we need the above clause. Still it may
be a bit surprising that some common propoaitional properties are destroyed
now; for example, contraposition does not hold anymore: in the extended
systemp ~ l, but T~~p. Notice however that this deviation is not caused
by either partiality or coherence; precisely the same observation applies to a
classical semantics with a total functional valuation. In fact the last remark
enables us to disregard the `absolution'-rule entirely when proving the next
theorem.

Theorem 4 The coherent semantics with absolute falsifiable validity is com-
plete with respect to the (absolute) propositional logic pL~`.

In order to prove the theorem it is useful to present some lemmas first.

Lemma 1 ( coherence)
For no ~p, S, V, s E S:(S, V), s~- ~p and (S, V), s~ ip.

Lemma 2 (persistence)
For every ~p, M-(S, V), M' -(S', V'), s E S, s' E S' such that M, s C
M', s': IF M, s~ ip THEN M', s'~ Sp and IF M, s~ ~p THEN M', s' ~ ip. -

where C is defined (somewhat more generally than usual) by:

Deflnition 6 (C)
If V and V' are fixed valuations, s E S, a' E S', M-(S, V), M' -(S', V')
and for every atom p: V(p, s) - V'(p, s') whenever V(p, s) is defined, then
M, s C M', a'. Whenever M and M' are clear from the context, and es-
pecially when M- M', we will write s C a'. In case S- S' and for all
s E S: M, s C M', s, we write M C M' (so-called valuation extension).
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proof of theorem 4. A simple semantic argument proceeds as follows.
On one hand classical models are among the partial ones, so the set of

falsifiably valid formulas is contained in the set of classical tautologies: every
classical counter-example is also a partial one.

On the other hand, the classical propositional axioms are falsifiably valid.
This can be shown by induction to the length of the axiomatic deduction,
once we have established that the propositional axioms are FALSIF-valid
with respect to coherent situations and that the deduction rules preserve
FALSIFab,. So it is preferable to chose a small system out of the many
equivalent axiomatizations of pL; here is a short one:

~ F- ,p -~ (~ ~ Sp) ~

~ ~-So~(~G-'X)~((~--~~)~(~P-iX));
~ !- (-,cp ~ ~~i) --~ (~i ~ ~P)~

~ IF ~cpand~~-a~THEN ~~i.

By way of example we will show the validity of the first formula in this
standard axiomatization: it is the case that ~ ~p -~ (~i ~ ~p) for assume on
the contrary that there are (S, V), s E S such that s~ ~p -~ (~i --~ cp) then
s~ ~p and s~ ~~ cp, so s~ ~p, which forms a contradiction. Note that this
step of the proof crucially depends on the property of coherence, expressed
in lemma 1. Finally, absolute falsifiable validity also respects the rule of
modus ponens. For asaume ~ cp and ~ cp -~ ~i, but not ~ a,i, i.e. there is
a model M-(S, V), and s E S such that M, s~~i. M can be extended
to a possible world model M} by putting V}(p, s) - 1 iff V(p, a) ~ 0 and
V}(p, s) - 0 iff V(p, s) - 0; Mt is called the completion of M. Then by
persistence (lemma 2) M}, a~~i, so by the second assumption M}, a~ ~p,
thus M}, s~ cp which contradicts the first assumption.

In total, FALSIFab,-valid formulas are precisely the pL-provable for-
mulas. Due to the absolute nature of rules the correspondence between
FALSIFab,-valid rules and pLs`-deducible rules holds automatically. ~

Now how about relative falsifiability, still for coherent partial models?
Relative falsifiability demonstrates a peculiar behaviour. As we have seen
before, the set of valid formulas coincides with the set of classical tautologies.
However, this does not hold for the rules! The principle ex falso sequitur
quodlibet, R8 in our reproduction of Kamp's system, does not hold: for
let p be undefined in s and q be false. Then s~ p n~p while s~ q. A
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fortiori, the standard (sometimea even the only) rule in axiomatizations of
pL, i.e. classical propositional logic modus ponens does not hold either (for,
under the same valuation, s~ p, a~ p--~ q, but s~ q). This indicates that
valid formulas and valid rules form independent devices, where a rule that
properly deduces tautologies may not qualify as a rule of (i.e. within) the
same system!

The set of FALSIF,.~t valid rules appears to be sort of dual to the rela-
tively verified ones:

Theorem 5 The set of relatively falsifiably valid rules is completely de-
scribed by the system rL~`, which is rL} where R8 is replaced by its contm-
positive: ~ji ~ cp V ~~p.

The proof will be postponed to section 2.3 since it uses a reduction tech-
nique and the effect of contraposition to be studied there. ~

As a consequence of theorem 4 we note that the set of falsifiably valid
formulas coincides with the set classical tautologiea. This shows, on the
one hand, that MP or EFSQ are necessary to derive the set of tautologies,
while they are not rules within the system itself. Moreover, in connection
theorem 1, we are confronted with another striking result: coherent partial
semantics does not select an interesting subset out of the set of clasaical
tautologies; it either yields the empty set or else the total set of tautologies.
So, although this type of model seems to be better motivated for reasons of
intuition and efficiency, the outcome is not that much different from classical
logic. It may be wise therefore to study the possibility to relax the restriction
of coherence.

2.3 General situation semantics

Without the restriction to coherence, situations may be incoherent with
respect to a proposition and a valuation. We will call the intended structure
a(general~ situation model. Since a situation in such a model can be either
coherent or incoherent, we have to change the definition of the valuation
function into a multiple-valued one. So formally, V: Propx S--~ P({0,1}~.
The truth and falsity relations are defined in the same way as in ~ 2.2, with
one minor proviso for the basic case which now becomea:

s~ p q 1 E V(p, s~ and s~ p q 0 E V(p, s) (where p E Prop).
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What sort of logic does this yield for both definitions of validity?
Firat, for verification, theorem 1 still holds. Some of the rules permitted

by theorem 2, however, are now illegitimate. For example, modus ponens is
invalid: if s~ p and a ~ p-~ q, then a~ p or s~ q. But then possibly s~ q,
notably when V(p, s) - {0,1} and 1 ~ V(q, s). One easily obtains the same
result for modus tollens. There are still valid rules, however, ranging from
trivial ones such as cp ~ Sp to less trivial such as ~~cp q cp and cp ~ cp V~i.

Next for falsifiable validity, we are confronted with a result similar to
theorem 1, with a dual proof: consider a singleton model and a valuation
which is overdefined for every atom. Then the model falaifies every formula.
So, in general, we obtain for both sorts of validity:

Theorem 8 There are no valid formulas in general situation semantics.

Therefore we have to invoke a definition similar in spirit to VER.IFTe~,
though now for falsifiability:

Deflnition 7 (FALSIFreI)

Sp~~i is relatively falsifiably valid ifj`' for every M, s: IF M, s~ cp THEN M, a~~i
(notation: cp ~ ~).

Theorem 7 For general situation models: cp ~~i ifj` ~~i~ ~~p

proof: ~p ~~i q for every s: IF s~ ~p THEN s ~ t[i q for every s: IF e~ ~~i

THEN s ~ ~tp q ~t~i ~ ~~ si

Of course both the definition of ~ and theorem 5 generalize to a similar
result for consequence between arbitrary sets. But instead of enlarging the
interrelation of contraposition and validity concepts, we can establish a much
more revealing connection between the two notions of validity involved. To
make this crisp and clear a simple transformation of models is introduced.

Deflnition 8 (duality)
For any model M-(S, V) , its dual M-(S, V) is defined by: 1 E V(p, s)
ifj` 0 ~ V(p, s), and 0 E V(p, s) ifj` 1 ~ V(p, s).

Hence, V(p, s) -{0, 1} - V(p, s) if V(p, s) -~ or {0,1}, and V(p, s) -
V(p, a) if V(p, a) - {1} or {0}. In other words, V(p, s) - {0,1} - V(~p, s).

Lemma 3 ( duality)
For every M, s, ~p : M, s~ ~p q M, s~ cp, and M, s~ ~p q M, a~ cp.
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proof: induction on the complexity of cp ~

Moreover, the operation is its own inverse, i.e. lÍl - M. We have paved
the way for a useful reduction. The following theorem is meant to ex-
press that the validity concepts coincide sort by sort: on general situations,
ordinary falsifiability and verification (on formulas) amount to the same,
absolute verification and absolute falsifiability are equivalent notions of con-
sequence, etcetera.

Theorem 8 For general situation models: ~- ~.
proof: we shall only discuss the case of relative consequence, though a sim-
ilar construction with dual models shows that the theorem also holds for
other sorts of consequence. In fact we shall restrict ourselves to the sim-
ple case of ~p ~~i since the other direction is totally aimilar and the more
general case I' ~ 0 follows easily from it. So let M, a~ cp then ( lemma 3)
M, a~ cp, hence M, a~ ~i and therefore M, a~~li. Thus So ~ ~i, etcetera. ~

So, like for possible worlds semantics, in general situation semantics the
distinction between the two notions of validity collapses. Moreover, as a
joint consequence of theorem 5 and 6 we have that ( strong) consequence
on general situations is closed under contraposition, and so in this respect
the logic is more `classical' than with coherent situations. Now what is the
syntactic counterpart of general situation semantics? And is there a relation
between this rule system and that for verification on coherent models? As we
saw before, these two systems are surely different e.g. with respect to modus
ponens. Now if we inspect the rules of rL}, cp~ ~~p ~ :,i is typically not valid
in the general models, but the other rules in fact are! More importantly, the
set of rules rL} -{R8} (called rL henceforth) even proves to be complete
with respect to general situations.

Theorem 9 The system rL is complete with respect to general consequence.

proof: The soundness of this semantics can easily be checked. The com-
pleteness of the axiomatization, i.e. that I' ~ cp implies I' ~,.L cp is shown
by armchair-reasoning. Just inspect the proof for theorem 2 once again.
Notice that R8 is not used in the proof apart from the check on coherence
of 0. But this step is now superfluous since an incoherent 0 would do just
as well. Apart from one minor technical detail this indeed completes the
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proof.lo ~

Finally we have to supplement the proof of theorem 5. In order to do
this, it is useful to redefine the notions of totality and coherence for general
situations.

Deflnition 9 (for given S, V and Prop:)

(totality) s is total ifj` for all p E Prop : V(p, s) ~(Ó (vs. partial);

(coherence) e is coherent if for all p E Prop : V(p, s) ~ 2-{0, 1} (vs.
incoherentJ.

Again these properties generalize to arbitrary propositional formulas:

Lemma 4

(totality) if s is tota! then for all iv : s~ ~p or s~ cp;

(coherence) if s is coherent then for all cp : s~ ~p or s~ ~p.

proof: see appendix B ~

The duality operation transforms coherent situations in total ones, and vice
versa. Therefore we are equipped to prove theorem 5.

Theorem 5 (repeated)
The set of relatively falsifiably valid rules on coherent situations is completely
described 6y the system rL~`, which is rL} with R8 replaced by:

(R8~) ~ ~ ~P V ~~P (tertium non datur).

proof: By the conaiderations given above FALSIF,.~I on coherent situations
amounts to VERIFr~~ on total ones. To show that VERIF,.~~ is complete
w.r.t. rL~` again use the proof of theorem 2. As already shown for rL the
truth lemma holds without reference to R8. Since 0 is nonempty ( it con-
tains I') and closed under rL~` one gets p V~p E ~ by R8'. So (0 is still
saturated) p E 0 or ~p E 0, which implies 1 E V~(p, ~) or 0 E V~(p, 0), so
V~(p, 0) ~~. Consequently 0 is total. ~

loSince the valuation may be overdefined we now define V~ by: 1 E V~(p, ~) iff p E 0,
and 0 E V~(p, 0) iff ~p E 0.
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So, although general situations yield an empty set of valid formulas,
regardless of the notion of validity involved, the set of rules is interesting
on its own. Furthermore, the more general setting permits useful proof
techniques.

2.4 Situation semantics and multiple-valued logic

There are some connections between these relatively new syatems and older
work in multiple-valued logic. The semantics with coherent situations and
partial functions can be translated into a 3-valued logic with total interpre-
tations. Employing the notation of [Lukasiewicz30] we use a third truth-
value Z which stands for `undetermined'. So the coherent semantics can
then be mapped into 3-valued logic by the following transformation: if
M-(S, V) is a model in the sense of section 2.2, then M~ -(S, V') where
V' : Prop x S--i {0, Z ,1} is an extension of V such that V'(p, s) - 2 iff
V(p, s) ~{0,1}. Assuming this mapping to be an isomorphism, one gets the
following truth tables:

,
0
á
1

1ia
0

nóis
1

0 z 1
0 0 0
0 i i
0 Z 1

0
z
1

0 1 1
0 1y 1 0
1 1 1 1z i z
1 1 1 1

These are just Kleene's strong tables. Consequently, old results about
Kleene's logic apply just as well to the logic of coherent situations. This
3-valued logic is known to be functionally incomplete, e.g. no constant
function from 3n to 3-{0, Z,1} can be expressed by a formula, that has this
function as its truth table. But presumably one should not be disappointed
about this incompleteness - for do we really want to express all truth
functions?

One can single out a class of interesting truth functions by imposing
suitable conditions on these functions; [Veltmaii87] and [van Benthem88]
suggest the condition of (c[assical) closure:

Deflnition 10 f : 3n -~ 3 is closed iff f mstricted to classical truth
values gives only classical truth values, i.e. f[2"] C 2, where 2 - {0,1}.

F~om the foregoing perspective this seems a very natural condition; of
course it holds for all functions corresponding to truth tables of propositional
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formulas. It has to be admitted that the condition of (classical) closure
is numerically not very effective: as much as 2~~n~ 3~3"-zn~ of the 3~3"~
possible functions are permitted. But fortunately the truth tables so far
encountered shaze another important property: they are monotonic with
respect to ordering C of truth values. Generalizing our earlier notion of
extension, we define:-

Deflnition 11 Let Z C 0 and Z C 1; then f : 3n --~ 3 is monotonic ifj`
z C y implies f(x) C f(y~; i C y means x; C y; for every 1 C i G n.

By means of this definition extension of situated models can be redefined:

M, a C M', a' iff b'p : V(p, a) C V(p', a').

The condition of monotonicity turns out to be very restrictive: e.g. the
number of monotonic 4-place functions has been calculatedll to be about
4.3 .1011, but there are 4.4 . 10~ 4-place functions in total, of which 6.8.103b
are closed. In combinatioii, closure and monotonicity are proper constraints:
e.g. there are 19683 2-place functions, of which 3888 are closed, 197 mono-
tonic and no more than 84 both closed and monotonic. Finally there is the
oddity of constant functions in a partial set up, especially the verum and
falsum functions. In order to avoid these we propose a final condition on
truth-functions which is a strong dual of the earlier closure condition:

Deflnition 12 f: 3n -~ 3 is free i,~j` f( á)- Z.

The effect of freedom is that, modulo monotonicity, it eliminates essentially
two functions, viz. for each arity n the constant functions: 1„ : x H 1 and
0„ : i H 0. Again notice that all the (classical) connectives with standard
interpretations are free: a(classical) truth value is only obtained when at
least one of atoms has a classical truth value. In the spirit of information
and partiality this again is a very natural condition indeed. So we end up
with a theorem

Theorem 10 Every free closed monotonic trivalent truth function can be
descríbed using a proper set of the earlier classical connectives (e.g. {~, n}).

This result is a straightforward adaption of a theorem stated for the first
time in [van Benthem88]:

llsee [Blamey8ó], p.37
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Theorem 11 Every closed monotonic trivalent truth function can be de-
scribed by use of {~, n, T},

where T is a 0-place connective, corresponding to the ( 0-place) constant
function which yields 1 for each valuation, i.e. a classical tautology. On
its turn this proposition was inspired by a fact noticed by Blamey: each
monotonic function is expressible by means of the classical connectives and
the 0-place constants. But does one really want to incorporate more and
more alien syntax to keep the semantics straight? `Always true' and `always
false' still seem rather natural - but this opinion may be caused by `biva-
lent indoctrination'. Anyway, `always undetermined' is a much less obvious
notion. We will return to this issue in section 2.6.1.
This terminates our digression on semantic conditions.

Other truth tables for the connectives have also been proposed in the
literature. E.g. Kleene's weak tables have Z in each row and column headed
by á and [Lukasiewicz20]'s implication has 1 in the centre of the truth ta-
ble. Using theorem 10 (and its obvious converse) we notice that the weak
Kleene tables for ~ and V can be defined in terms of ~, n, V( in their strong
interpretations, of course).12 But Lukasiewicz's `filling of the gap' is not
definable: the truth table is neither monotonic nor free. In the reat of this
paper these alternatives will not concern us anymore.

Since valuations on general situations allow for one more possibility, viz.
both true a,nd false, we can translate the general partial models into 4-valued
total ones. The earlier possible sets of truth-values 0, {0}, {1}, {0,1} will be
identified with the new values á , 0,1 and 2 respectively. To be entirely
explicit, given V: Prop x S --. P({0, 1}), let V' : Pmp x S--~ 4-
{0, Z,1, 2} (the new values) be defined by V`(p, s) - 0 iff V(p, s) - {0};
V'(p, a) - 2 iff V(p, s) -~; V~(p, e) - 1 iff V(p,,) - {1} and last but not
least V'(p, a) - 2 iff V(p, s) - {0,1}. So the new value 2 is used in case p
is both true and false in a, in other words when a is incoherent with respect
to p according to V. The truth-tables then show out to be:

, n 0 2 1 2
0 0 0 00 1 1 0i
0 z 1 2
0 0 2 2

-~

17E.g. the table for weak conjunction is obtained by the formula (phq)V(pn~p)V(qn~q),
cf. [Langholm88, p.20].
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These tables (should)13 correspond to those given in [Belnap77] for ao-
called relevance logic. In fact what can be shown is that the logic of general
situations provides the rules for his relevance logic! (. .. and that is why we
dubbed the logic rL.) Inst.ead of giving a syntactic proof of the equivalence,
we shall relate the semantics of both systems directly. In order to do this,
we have to indicate some features of Belnap's approach. The four truth-
values are ( logically) partially ordered by 0 C 2 C 1 and 0 C 2 C 1, usually
displayed in the ( logical) lattice: - - -

1

Entailment, i.e. relevant consequence between ~p and z[i then holds iff for
every model (S, V) and every s E S: V(cp, s) C V(~i, s) where V naturally
extends V to arbitrary formulas. We shall use the notation ~p C~i for `cp
entails ~(i'. Now if we compare G to verifiable consequence, at first sight
both notions seem to diverge widely. If V(~p, s) and V(~, s) have the values
z and 0(or: ? and 2, or: ] and 2) respectively, then s is no counter-example
for cp[- tli, but s is a counter-example for ~p C~i! What is at stake here,
is that we are comparing both notions of consequence locally, on juat one
situation, whereas they are dealing with global facts: we have to consider
all situations together. In this correct global perspective we can argue as
follows: assume one of the three problematic cases to occur, e.g. the first
case. Then although s is not a counter-example to ~p [- ~i, it is one for
~~i ~~~p, so by theorems 5 and 6, So ~ tli cannot hold! In the other cases,
and in the other direction, we argue analogously. So, in short: [- q c.

There is one other point that deserves attention. [Belnap77] contains a
table for negation different from the one given here:

ti

"Cf. the next footnote.
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But defined this way the operation turns the ( logical) lattice into a genuine
Boolean Algebra: e.g. ~pV ti cp - 1 and rp~ ti rp - 0 for arbitrary ~p.14 But
instead of replacing ~ by ~, what one could do of course is to add ti to the
logic, with the truth table given above. In our set-up, the truth and falsity
conditions for ~ would amount to:

M, a~ ~ ~p iff M, e~ rp, and M, a~ ~ ip iff M, a~ cp,

which makes it likely to say that ~ is just classical negation. Notice that
these conditions provide a simple relation to dual models (cf. lemma 3 on
page 16):

M, a~ ~ ~p iff M, s~ cp, and M, a~ ti cp iff M, a~ cp,

These conditions have some interesting consequences. Firstly, the part of
the logic expressible without ~ is classical pL. Therefore, secondly, material
implication can now be defined as ~o ~~i :- ~ ~p V~i. Thirdly, the normal
deduction theorem holds for ~: ~p~ ~i iff ~ ~p ~~i. To this purpose one
can also consider the weak negation (here symbolized by ~.), attributed
to Bochvar who is supposed to have named it `external negation'.ls It
is discussed in [Fenstad e.a.87] and [Langholm88] who calls it `excluaion
negation'; yet another (funny) name is `the Norwegian negation', for obvious
reasons. The conditions for this weak negation are:

M, s~ ti ~p iff M, a~ cp, and M, a~ ti ip iff M, s~ cp

which produces the following truth-tables for the three- and four-valued logic
(L3 and L4) respectively:

0
i
z
1

1
1
0

So in some respects ti is analogous to ~, although the technicalities differ.
They are similar in that they both characterize classical inheritance when

1~Preaumably ti in [Belnap77] ahould have the same truth table ae ~, aince he atresaea
the fact that negation ia monotonic w.r.t. to the partial ordering C correaponding to the
relation C of the underlying truth-value aeta.

16In fact the attribution of [Langholm88] to Bochvar ia not entirely correct: Bochvar
givea a`formal external denial' with the intention of formalising "being falae" and pro-
ducing a different truth table, via. one that has 0 when the formula ia undefined; it can
be defined in the [Fenstad e.a.87]-format by ti,-; ~. The negation correaponding to .~; ia
nameleas, and copea with the intuition of "being not true".
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added to a partial logic. All these systems share the property that they are
functionally incomplete: e.g. monadic functions can never give the value Z
(or 2) on the original 1(or 0). Also on esthetic grounds it is hard to choose
between ~ and ti: although I think .~ is less elegant in ita truth-table for L4,
it has to be admitted that ~ is not proper for L3 since the value of ~ p for
undefined V(p) would be overdefined: both true and false. So, although ti
and N are essentially different (ti and ti are not interdefinable in L4 modulo
~, n and V), they both do the job!

2.b Conclusion ancl summary

Different choices on validity, coherence and partiality lead to different sys-
tems of propositional logic, although a number of possibilities coincide.
Standard propositional logic (pL) is adequately described by possible worlds
semantics, regardless of the validity notion involved. Since possible worlds
can be conceived as situations which are both coherent and total, we have
explored relaxations of these attributes. And, on the other end of the scale
of determinateness, general situations whether coherent and~or partial, also
yield the same logical system, viz. that of relevance logic (rL), indepen-
dent of the choice between falsifiable and verifiable validity. But in the case
of coherent situations these concepts lead to different logics, rL}and pL
respectively.

Now for those who feel a bit uneasy about the asymmetry in these re-
sults, we may supplement the picture by fully exploring total situations.
Recall that the duality operation introduced in section 2.3 transforms co-
herent situations in total ones, and vice versa. Moreover if we switch from
verification to falsifiability by dualizing models we are able to establish a
result for total situations which is closely related to our earlier results (cf.
theorem 8).

Theorem 12 On total sátuations absolute verifiable validity yields pL~` and
relative falsifiable validity rL~`.

So we end up with a completely symmetrical state of affairs, depicted
in table 1. There one finds a possibility which has been overlooked so far:
in principal there is nothing against using the absolute type of rule , while
`mixing' the validity type; e.g. one can conclude from `always verified' to
`never falsified' in this way. However, as it turns out, the two new possibili-
ties emerging by this move happen to be of a rather pathological nature; for
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this reason we did not treat them extensively before, but we have incorpo-
rated them here for completeness. The default case is still the one in which
the rules are `straight' -`mixed' is the exception.

To have the notions of tautology and rule at hand we summarize them:
(with shorthand notation in parenthesis)

VERIF ~ ~p iff for all M, s: M, s~ ip.

VERIFabs ~~ 7~i iff IF ~~ THEN ~ t,J.

VERIF,.~i ip ~~i iff for all M , 8: IF M , 8 ~ ~p THEN M , s~ ~i. (cp~ ~i)

VERIF abs,mix ~~~ iff IF ~!p THEN ~ t,l.

VERIF,.~1,,nix ~P ~~i iff for all M, s: IF M, s~~ THEN M, s~~i.

FALSIF ~ cp iff for all M, s: M, s~ cp.

FALSIFabs ~~~ lff IF ~ cp THEN ~ t~l.

FALSIFr~~ ~p ~~i iff for all M, s: tF M, s~ tP THEN M, s~~i. (cp ~ t~i)

FALSIFabe,mix ~~~ lff IF ~ tP THEN ~ 1,I.

FALSIF,.el,mix ~P ~ ~ iff for all M, s: tF M, s~~ THEN M, s~ 11i.

Table 1: partial propositional logics

poss.
worlds

coh.
sit.

tot.
sit.

gen.
sit.

VERIF pL 0 pL 0
VERIFab, pL~` R pL~` R
VERIF,.~~ pL rL rL~` rL
VERIFabs mix PL~` pL` x Form R R
VERIF,.e1 mix PL ~ PL ~
FALSIF pL pL 0 0
FALSIFaba pL~` pL~` R R
FALSIF,.~i pL rL~` rL rL
FALSIF abs,mix PL~` R pL` x Form R

~ FALSIFr~~.miz - --pL - pL ~ ~

Some of the listed properties are not discussed yet, but can be readily
derived. E.g., if for some class of models the set of tautologies is empty
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then absolute validity involves R, the set of all possible rules. And, for
relatively mixed validity, if the set of tautologies is (b then so is the set of
rules, and if the valid formulas is pL ( the set of classical tautologiea) then
the set of valid propositional consequences is also called pL, now described
by e.g. rL}U rL~`.

Generally speaking the relation between the set of valid formulas and
that of valid rules is only nontrivial in the case of relative validity; the set of
consequences is either classical propositional logic (pL) or that of (so-called
`tautological') entailments - Belnap's rL - or the one induced by Kamp's
system, i.e. rL}, or a variation of this, rL~`, which was discussed in sections
2.2 and 2.3. Thus, restricting the type of situations involved leads to a larger
set of valid rules, precisely what a simple minded glance in this topic would
suggest. In all, this state of affairs can be displayed in the following diagram
which contains twins of lattice-like structures ( for relative verification):

pL coh-~tot

, ` , `
rL}

con~p
rL~` coh d~~ tot

` , ` ,
rL gen

However, a second look on table 1 shows that similar diagrams for the other
sorts of rules can be drawn with one proviso for absolute rules: constraining
the type of situations then leads to smaller sets of rules.

Before the lurking danger of self-complacency has taken over us, I have
to add hastily that this picture is by no means complete. Although on the
dimension of situations we seem to have exhausted all possibilities (but one
never knows ...), we surely have not examined every possible notion of
validity and consequence, or every possible truth~falsity conditioni Perhaps
this is intrinsically impossible, since there seems to be no upper bound to
the complexity of its definitions.

2.8 Alternatives

The systems of `pure partial logic' studied in this chapter can be applied
and compared to existing proposals.

One different direction employed in the literature is to `modalize' the
truth conditions by means of the relation C, usually restricted to one model
at the time. We will discuss a few of these proposals below.

We shall start with an `extensional' approach exemplified by [Blamey86].
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2.8.1 Blamey

The interesting paper [Blamey86] deals (mainly) with coherent situations,
the usual propositional operators with standard interpretations, but in ad-
dition there are some `funny connectives', as he puts it: interjunction and
transplication, here symbolized by ~oc and ~, (and the constants verum
T and falsum 1) and equally deviant relations of logical consequence and
equivalence. Here are the tabels for the new connectives:1e

ia
0
i
á
1

ti
0iá
1

So ~oc is a very weak counterpart of both n and V, whereas f--~ is a weak
implication. As we have seen in ~ 2.4 neither are definable in terms of the
classical connectives (~, V, --~, ~, ...) with standard partial interpretation.
Besides the 1- and 2-place connectives, Blamey uses the 0-place constanta
T(verum), 1(falsum) and ~(undefined), corresponding to the constant
interpretations 1, 0 and 2 , respectively. Blamey notices that ~oc ,~ and
~ are interdefinable, modulo the other connectives. Still where ~ and ~oc
seem pretty artificial, ~ in fact has the truth table suggested for implica-
tion by undergraduate students in introductory logic courses. At least for
democratic reasons this interpretation should not be neglected. [Blamey86]
also gives some more sophisticated arguments for the new connectives:

. It is now possible to implement presupposition phenomena. a is pre-
supposition of ~p iff ~r is always true when cp is determined ( true or
false). In our framework this can be explicitated by: ~p~ ~ and
~~p~ ~r. This very account already necessitates partiality: in total
semantics this would imply that ~ is a tautology, which is absurd.
But it does not describe the behaviour of ~r as part of ~p, and this ia
what Blamey proposes. So let x be the proposition of cp and ~i the non-
presuppositional contents of ~p, then ~p is construed as ~~ 11i, which
accounts for the consequence relations. At the same time this explains
the suggestion of our beloved, yet innocent first-year students: without
knowing it they advocate a presuppositional account of implication.

1e(Muskens89] notices that zc amounts to the meet operation, both on the 3 valued
approximation semilattice and, for the proper extension, on the 4 valued approximation
lattice.
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Although the construal using ~ is a major step forward in the slippy
field of presupposition, there are obvious problems for such a logico-
semantic treatment. It will be difficult to develop a compoaitional
theory which accounts for accidental cancellation of presuppoaition.
For consider a sentence ~p with content t(i and presupposition a, then
usually a sentence of the form: `If ~r then rp does not have the pre-
supposition ~, and presumably means ~ --~ ~i. But ~ ~ (~ ~ ~i)
is strongly equivalent to ~~ tli, i.e. to cp, and the other possible
translation ~ -~ (a ~-~ ~i) is also not equivalent to ~r -~ ~i.

~ With one of ~oc ,~--~, ~ added to classical connectives and verum or fal-
sum, one obtains fuiictional completeness w.r.t. the class of monotonic
trivalent functions. So e.g. ~, V, ~, T and ~, l, ~ are complete seta
of connectives. Here is the actual variant of Blamey:

Theorem 13 (Blamey) Every monotonic trivalent truth function can
be described by using {~, ~ V, T,1, ~oc }.

As noticed the theorem can optimized by removing definable connectives.17

We conclude that Blamey's arguments in favour of ~oc and the like are
attractive, but not compelling.

With respect to logical consequence and equivalence Blamey argues for a
so-called "double-barrelled" approach, which combines relative verification
and falsification:ls

~P~~ iff ~P~~~~P~~
cp a t~i iff

Blamey notices that ~ and ~ can be defined in terms of (double-
barrelled) ~, using ~:

cp~~i iff rp~ ~iV~

~P~~ iff ~p~~~~

17The proof in [Blamey8ó, p.36,37] can also be aimplified: for f: 3n --~ 3 deflne

p(i, i) -{ p~ if x; - 1
Then if f- 1 let T and if l~ otherwise let~pt if x. - o - , 'Pl - f - ~~'P! - ,

~pl - (vl(~)-, n~;~; p(x't~~ zc ~~Vl(a)-o ne;~ ~ p(x,i)~, whete V ia the diajunction
running over all i fulfilling the diap`layed condition, and n similarly the conjunction over
all í.

I"Blamey uaes ~ where we use q, and ~T and ~1 for our ~ and ~; notice that in
this eubsection ~ differs from the usual two-valued notion.
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So, though, once we have the extra connectives, oixr approach and his are for-
mally equivalent, he holds that the double-barrelled approach is supported
by "arguments stemming at least from theoretical neatnesa"la:

~"[. ..] the law of contraposition holds ":

5~~~ iff ~T~~ ~~P

Surely, we encountered some applications that needed contraposition
(partial coherent absolute falsifiability for classical logic, general rela-
tive validity for relevance logic), but in other casea we surely do not
want contraposition to hold: coherent relative verification validitated
ex falso but not tertium non datur.

~"Secondly, logical equivalence [. ..] turns out as mutual consequence"
- but surely this holds for our earlier notions of validity too; it is
even hard to envisage how this could not be the case, for this how
the definition of `logical equivalence' works. A minor point in favour
of Blamey's proposal is that his double-barrelled equivalence, which
implies identity of truth tables, licenses introduction of connectives by
redefinition. But then again, this can be done anyway.

~"And thirdly, equivalence and consequence fit together with conjunc-
tion and disjunction in the natural (at least the classical) way:

~pácpnt~i iff t~iq~V~p iff ~~t~i

These properties of ~ break down for ~ and ~."
This would be a very serious point if the latter claim were true for our
system, but in fact it is not. For when we are dealing with `positive
consequence' ~, we of course also pick the verificational sense q, and
the same story holds mutatis mutandis for `negative consequence' ~
and falsificational a. Moreover, the same bares to the previous point.

Notice however that Blamey's arguments are directed to his enriched lan-
guage (especially ~ is forceful), and for the first of his arguments this makes
a difference for the 4-valued semantics: then possibly ~~ p but ~p~ ~t.
Still it is unclear why this should bother us: we did not feel the need to
put non-classical constants (such as ~) into the language, nor do we want
to defend every sacred principle of classical logic ( such as contraposition) in
the partial realm.

19The quotes are from [Blamey8ó, p.6,7]
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For the standard language without enrichment we notice that double-
bazrelled consequence on general situations is axiomatized by rL; this follows
immediately from theorern 8. On coherent situations double-barrelled con-
sequence is characterized by rL~`~`, which is rLfwith R8 replaced by R8~`~`:
~p ~~~p ~ zli V ~i ; rL~`~` is slightly stronger than rL, though weaker than
rL}and rL~`. Za

In all, we conclude that these alleged arguments for the double-barrelled
approach are not very cc~nvincing, to say the least. 5o we do not prefer
Blamey's proposal over our own standard partial propositional logics -
and the choice is up to the reader. Perhaps other motivation stemming from
more general `hyponomy' or `synonymy' relations for items of an arbitrary
type (cf. [Muskens89]) will eventually be decisive - time will tell. But
even independent from ones point of view in these matters, it strikes us that
different from what one might expect [Blamey86] does not give a neutral
survey of (first-order) partial logics, but advocates a theory which apparently
contains a number of idiosyncracies.

2.8.2 Intuitionistic logic

We are now going to investigate into systems with a more `modal ring'.
The first of these is good-old intuitionistic logic. As such the semantical
approaches of either Beth or Kripke are clearly not partial. Still it is said
that intuitionism is to be understood partially: the constructive method
urges partiality. So let us face the semantics of [Kripkeó5] in some more
detail to settle this case.

Kripke proposes to use possible worlds semantics; this step was initiated
by G5de1's reduction of intuitionistic logic to a fragment of the modal system
S4. The translation ~ is defined recursively by:

P~ - ~P; (~~P)~ - ~~~~; (~P ~ ~G)~ - 0(cP~ --~ ~G~);
(~~~G)'-~'~~G'; (~~~)'-~'v~'.

Now let (W,R,V) be a fixed possible worlds model; then, for any w E W
intuitionistic and intensional truth should correspond:

w ~ ~- cp q w~ cp~

The Kripkean truth condition for ~~- can be derived as follows:

~ocf. also the `mixed' system in [Veltman87].
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w~~-pqw~t]pqdvwRv:v~pqw~pqV p,w)-1
w~~-~cpqw~o~ip'qyvwRv:v~~p'qb'vwRv:v,]j-~p
w~l-cpn~iqw~~p'~~i'qw~cp'8tw~tji'qw~~-cPBiw~~-t~i
w~ ~pV~iqw~cp'Vi(i'qw~cp'orw~~~qw~~--~porw~~-t~i
w~[-~p -~ ~i q w~ o(~p' ~~i') q yv wRv : v~ ~p' ~ v~ tli' q
dy wRy : y~~-~p ~ yll-t~i

To justify the basis step we need some assumptions:

. R is reflexive; but this holds since the modal engine is the system S4
- so actually R will be transitive too;

. V is positive persistent with respect to R, i.e. if wRv and V(p, w) - 1,
then V(p, v) - 1.

The modal reduction has some clear advantages: the models have a transparant,
concise form, and standard techniques become available. To illustrate the
latter point we notice that both Kripke and Beth favour an account where
the models are trees. To wit, the famous Kripkean counter example to the
law of excluded middle is:

c,~
In [Beth56] such a counter-example has to be an infanite tree, such asZl:

. -.. ---.. . . .

~ ~ ~
Pa P~ 1~

Now the interesting point is that, even disregarding the subtleties of Beth's
approach, one can see immediately how to derive the infinite tree from
Kripke's countermodel: just apply unravelling (which already provides a
Beth-style counter-example), and then `prune' it by contracting the non-
branching subtrees on which p is always true. Also one can obtain a Kripke-
style tree model from the simple countermodel given above by bulldozering
it into a partial order. Finally, a Beth counter-example can be turned into

~~ Beth's actual counter-example is a bit more complicated, but in an inessential way.
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Kripkean countermodel by filtration over a suitable set - in this case D~Dp
and its subformulas.

At this point the reader may wonder why we discuss intuitionistic logic
at all: the given semantics is clearly total and intensional in character, ao
the proper place for a discussion would be the next section, or not even
there. Although we maintain that formally Beth and Kripke use total mod-
els, we have to admit that their motivation is intrinsically partial. The
counter-examplea given to tertium non datur show that it is possible that
neither a formula nor its itegation is true. Furthermore we notice that `pos-
itive persistence' points at implicit partiality. Finally, we notice that the
idea of set-theoretic forcing may have triggered a partial reinterpretation of
intuitionistic logic.

So the problem becomes: can we give an explicitation of Beth and
Kripke's ideas within the partial framework. Actually the solution to this
problem is already indicated by one of Kripke's remarks. Kripke notices
that V(p, w) - 0 should iiot be read as `p has been proved false at w', but
as `p has not (yet) been proved, verified'. We will implement this idea as
follows: let V be a partial function of atom-world pairs to values in {1}, i.e.
a partial 1-valued function. Just like coherence and totality were natural
condition constraining the part of the 4-lattice used in the corresponding
algebraic approach. Notice that no stipulation with regards to persistence
is needed, once we replace the relation of accessibility by that of extension.
So what is really different then from standard accounts of partiality is in the
truth conditions, which now become:

s~ P q V(P~ s) - 1
s~--~cp q`ds~ ~ s: s~ ~ ~p

a~s~~~Gqs~~~a~~
s~ ~pVtliqs~ ~pors~ ~(i
a~ cp--~~iqtla'~s:s'~ ~p~s~~ ~i

In the next subsections the combination of partiality and intensionality
will be exploited more and more intensively.

2.6.3 Humberstone

Viewed from our present perspective [Humberstone8l] treats partiality in a
deviant, asymmetric way. Situations (possibilities in Humberstone's termi-
nology) are indeed partial and coherent with respect to propositional vari-
ables. Yet there is but one single truth relation ~, and a non-classical,
seemingly intuitionistic clause for negation:
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s~~cpq forallt~s:t~ip

The basic clause and the truth condition for conjunction are as usual
(that is to say, with ~ replaced by ~). Introducing the other connectives
by the usual definitions, this leads to rather complex and unintuitive truth
conditions for e.g. V and --~. Validity is of the relative type; of course the
difference between verification and falsifiability does not play a róle here.

To illustrate this semantics we notice that, for arbitrary propositions rp
and situations s, it may be the case that neither s ~ ~p nor s~ ~cp. In
this sense the models are indeed partial. However, the effect of partiality in
complex formulas is immediately reduced - e.g. ~p V~Sp is always verified
- and, in fact, the logic produced is entirely classical. This can only be
achieved by including C in the overt model structure and imposing con-
straints on admissible frames: the relation C has to be a weak partial order.
Moreover persistence now has to be an explicit condition, it is not just a
definition anymore. In addition there is a condition, dubbed freedom hereaZ

)~eedom.
If V(p, s) - Z then there exist s', s" such that s C a', s C s",
V(p, a') - 1 and V(p, s") - 0. - -

It is our opinion that although freedom is a proper guiding principle to
originate the truth conditions - this is the way it is used in [Langholm88]
- it is a bit strange a condition on frames. In fact we can easily envisage
models where part of the formulas remain undecided forever.

2.6.4 van )Fiaassen

While Humberstone used partial worlds to establish a total interpretation,
we encounter the opposite situation in van F~aassens's supervaluation se-
mantics, where total worlds serve to derive a partial interpretation. So,
if we reserve w, w' for possible worlds ( i.e. situations on which the given
valuation V is total and coherent), keeping s, t, u, ... for arbitrary coherent
situations, then for a fixed coherent model (S,V):

s~cpt~tlw~s:w~cp
s~ipt~Vw~s:w~cp

~~This condition is called `refinabilitp' in [Humberstone8l] and in, ironically, intuitively
the eame as [Langholm88]'s `determinabilitq', though technically the latter notion amounte
to what was cnlled `classical closure' before.
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Notice that the partiality of V is only used in defining the relation C, not in
defining any relation of satisfaction. Incidentally, the restriction to exten-
sions of s is absent in [van Fraassen66], but this later addition is surely in
the spirit of the original theory - in fact van Fraassen has formulated more
general accounts of supervaluation.

The supervaluation approach has some advantages, especially with re-
gards to penumbral truths, as [Fine75] calls it. Suppose in some situation s
we do not have information whether p is true or false. Then, intuitively, the
formulas p, p V p and ~p are not true, nor are they false. But independent
of this indeterminacy, we feel that pV ~p is true: in the `real world' p has to
be either true or false, and in both cases p V~p is true. In fact all classical
tautologies are valid in the supervaluation semantics.

Of course a two-stage approach to (partial) truth is unattractive, since
we are used to a compositional semantics with recursive truth conditions.
In other words, is there an equivalent semantics with a simple recursive
truth definition, without invocation of completions? The answer is `yes'.
Like we did for Kripke's possible worlds semantics, we can now derive a
sound version of Fine's supertruth~falsity conditions 23 (underlined in what
follows) inductively:

. s~pabw~s:w~pabwCs:V(p,w)-1ab'tCs:V(p,t)~0;

. s~pabw~s:w~pq`áw~s:V(p,w)-OabtCs:V(p,t)~1

. s~ ~~pqbw~s:w~~~pqbw~s:w~cpqs~cP;

. s~~cpqbw~s:w~~cpqbw~s:w~~Pqs~rP;

. s~ ~p~~i q bw C s : w~ ~p~tli G b'w ~ s: w~ rp8c w~ ~jiq
bw~s:w~cpBibwCs:w~~iqs~ ~p8ts~:li;

. s~cp~~iqbwCs:w~~p~~r~iqbw~s:w~~porw~r~iq
bt~s3uCt:u~ iporu~ ~i.

With the exception of the falsity-clause for conjunction the conditions
look pretty natural. The last step of that derivation also needs some com-
ment: from the left to the right we have to invoke a global constraint on
admissible models: situations should be completable ; then for any exten-
sion t of s, let u be a completion of t; for the other direction, choose t- w;
then the equivalence follows by the fact that there are no real extensions of
possible worlds.

~~[Fine75, p.279,279] uses ~ and -~ (our ~ and ~) ambiguously in hie conditions,
especielly in the baeic clauae for atoms.
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We conclude that the supervaluation semantics is interesting and has cer-
tain advantages for describing phenomena such as vagueness and presuppo-
sition, but is not very flexible: formally spoken, it is merely a non-standard
semantics of classical logic. Yet [Blamey86] seems to us too harsh in his
judgement: the fact that supervaluation is not monotonic with respect to
monotonic substitution is not surprising since that follows from its not being
truth functional, and the latter intensionality is very much intentional. Can
we really blame an intensional theory for being intensional?

2.6.5 Veltman

Still in the spirit of intuitionism, but now in an overtly partial fashion is
Frank Veltman's data semantics, discussed in [Veltman8l] and [Veltman85].
The basic semantic entities are called `(possible) information states', cor-
responding to our coherent situations, now witli the obvious intention of
representing correct but possibly incomplete information. The format of
an `information model' is (S, C, V), where V is persistent with respect to
the partial order C among situations. Again C is included in the model
structure to set a constraint on it:

the Zorn property
Every maximal chain (linearly ordered subset) of situations con-
tains a maximal element; moreover, such maximal elements are
total. 24

In our systematics, the validity type is that of relative verification. The
truth and falsity conditions for atoms, ~, V and ~ are standard-type. With
regards to the other clauses data semantics went through a number of tran-
sitions during its development.

Implications are treated in a somewhat intuitionistic way; in [Veltman8l]
the conditions are:

3~ tp -~ ~i lfids~ ~ 5: IF 9'~ ~p THEN 3~~ 1,1
a~ ip-i~iiff~s'~s:s~[- iPBz s'~ ~

Notice the definition is still intrinsically partial: the truth value of So ~~
may be undefined in a situation s. For unclear reasons this partial effect has
been eliminated in [Veltman85], where the truth condition is changed into:

~~`Maximal' means `imposeible to extend properly', for chains w.r.t. C, for situations
w.r.t. C. The baptizing of the constraint is ours and reminiscent of one oï the early
equivalents of the Axiom of Choice in axiomatic set theory, i.c. Zorn's lemma.
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J~ ~p ~ t~i iff tÍs~ ~ s: IF s~ ~~ THEN s~ ~ t~1

The genuine modal flavour of all these conditions is also explicitly present:
the logical language has some modal operators, with a semantics defined by
means of the C relation. Veltman's must-operator is symbolized here by ~
and is interpreted by means of C as accessibility-operator:

s~0ipiffb's'~s:s'~cp

s~ ocpiff3s'~s:a'~ ~p

The operator 4 ( may) is dual to o, which already yields its truth con-
ditions. Again the interpretation of modal formulas turns out to be total,
quite different from what would expect for a partial semantics. However,
Veltman gives detailed motivation for his truth conditions, and in fact the
whole theory provides a very convincing account of the behaviour of condi-
tional sentences.

With regards to the variations in the semantics we have not yet been
complete. An altogether different route was suggested in [Veltman8l]as:

s~ Cipiffd totalw~s:w~ ~p
s~ o~p iff 3 total w~ s: w~ ip

To complicate matters further, the form of data semantics presented in
[van Benthem84] "cuts through" these options: -. is treated `partially', 0
given the above `supervaluation' account, and Q the earlier `total' clauaes.
So in all we are left with four different forms of data semantics. Without
going in great detail here we notice that the deductive properties of these
logics are also different. E.g. the argument

cP --s t~i , 0~p ~ O 1~i

holds in [Veltman8l] and [van Benthem84], but not in [Veltman85], and the
duality principle

oS~ ~ ~O~~P

is not validated in [van Benthem84] but is valid in the other systems.

16 Vide [Veltman8l], footnote 15.
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An important result is that similar to earlier findings for intuitionistic
logic, data logic as discussed in [van Benthem84] can be reduced to (a subset
of) the ordinary modal system 54.1.28

[Veltman85] gives a complete recursive definition of the set of valid rules;
in fact his completeness proof inspired early attempts lead.ing to some results
in section 3 here. With the new modal operators introduced, we have indeed
arrived at a spot close to the full field of partial modal logic, which we are
going to explore and exploit in the next section.

'"Preaumably the eclectic nature of thia variation servea to ahow that no matter which
of the suggested truth conditiona are chosen, a tranalation of data logic into normal modal
logic can always be given -[Veltman85, p.207] already givea an adapted tranalation,
and it ia an eaey exercise to accomodate the translation For the actual varianta given in
[Veltman8l~.
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3 Modallogics

The form of the situation models for modal logics is a straightforward com-
bination of the situation semantics for propositional logic and the possible
worlds approach to modalities. A modal situation model consists of a partial
propositional model with an added accessibility relation R between situa-
tions, in other words: it is a Kripke model with partial valuation. Formally,
a partial Kripke model is a triple (S, R, V) where R C S x S and V a partial
interpretation of atom-wurld pairs. -

The truth conditions for the connectives are as stated in 2.2. In addi-
tion the plausible conditions for the modal operators o and O are: (M -
(S, R, V) is fixed in the following evaluations)

s~ t]rp a for every t such that sRt : t~ cp
s~ o~p a for some t such that aRt : t~ ~p
s~ Ocp a for some t such that sRt : t~ cp
s~ Ocp t~ for every t such that aRt : t~ cp

3.1 Possible worlds revisited

Before we turn to truely partial models we inspect the possible world seman-
tics once again. Why do we do this? Surely, verification and non-falsification
amount to the same for these so-called (classical) Kripke models. And the
set of valid formulas is coiisequently the same in both perspectives, viz. the
simple normal system K. This system is axiomatized by e.g.:

(pL) all the axioms of pL;

(K) ~(~P -' ~) ~ (~~P -~ o~i);ae

(N) if cp is an axiom so is Oip;

(MP) modus ponens, or the set of rules called pL before.

So again, why bother? Well, the status of the rules is essential in modal
logic. The rule (N) can be proved to apply to theorems as well ( this general-
ization is also called N in the literature), but still does not apply to arbitrary
formulas. In other words, the rule

'"Although the formal language does not contnin --. we can reconstruct n and V in
terms of ~ and -. and derive all valid íormulas this way; alternatively, one might prefer
to replace (K) directly by arp v O~r~i v O(~~p n~~,).
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(N,generalized) if ~ ~p then ~ t]~p

(i.e. ~p ~ t]cp as an absolute rule), which is valid on standard possible world
semantics, cannot be replaced by its (invalid!) pendant

(N,relativized) ~p ~ D~p

(i.e. ip ~ ~~p as a relative rule.)
But even within the absolute approach to rules we have to be careful.

Similar to what was noticed before in section 2.2 for propositional logic, the
set of absolutely valid modal rules is not the set of inferences derivable from
K): one has to augment K for this purpose with the absoluteness principle,
repeated here:

~~~ if X~~P

Again this point seems to have been neglected in literature, presumably
because the main purpose of the deductive system is the characterization of
the set of theorems, i.e. derivable formulas and not rules. In the sequel we
shall use `K' to denote the augmented absolute system.

In the relative (and mixed) approach the system of rules is different.
The reader is then confronted with the paradoxical situation that N can be
involved in deriving valid formulas, though it does not qualify as a valid
rule itself. But perhaps this result is not such a shock anymore, once we
recall the case of relative falsification on coherent situations for propositional
languages (vide theorem 5). What is the characterizing system for relative
rules? Let us first introduce some (meta-)rules which have to hold anyway:

(T) : if ~p ~~r~i then t7~p ~ O~i 27

(C) : ay, n oz[, ~ o(~p n,y)

As a consequence of T the converse rule of C also holds, since all propositional
rules are verified as well. However, valid principles like p~ o(p V~p) are
not derivable from the combination of pL, T and C alone. In fact we have to
put back N, again construed as a relative rule but now in an innocent way:

(N'-N,properly relativized) if T~ ~p then T~ o~p,

~~Both Z and C are one meta-level higher than their more usual countcrparts, viz. (R)I:
~~ ~,~~ ~-a~-.o,~andC:~(o~pno~Ii)-~o(sv~~6).
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where T is some tautology or other, e.g. p~ p. Notice that this reconstrual
of absolute rules as relative rules is entirely general: it applies to all absolute
rules cp ~:(i which can be relativized as T~ ~p~T ~~,, once any tautology
T is available in the logic. In the context of I and C we can give a more
attractive, equivalent fonnulation of N':

(N', reformulated) T -~ OT.

Now let K'-pL f Z f C~ N'. To motivate our nomenclature, notice that
axiom K relativized as D~p, ~(~p -r ~ji) ~ o~i is derivable from K'. So K'
looks like K in disguise.

This enables us to formulate and prove a completeness theorem for the
set of valid relative rules on ordinary Kripke models. Regardless of the type
of evaluation (VERIF or FALSIF) we obtain the following state of affairs.

Theorem 14 For modal languages the possible world semantics with rela-
tive or mixed validity is complete with respect to system K'.

proof: As noticed before, by the equivalence on possible worlds of true and
not false, both locally and globally, VERIF and FALSIF, and relative and
mixed can be identified here. Instead of four separate cases we only have to
proof one, say VERIFr~~. It is easy to check that this semantics is sound for
K'. Full completeness caii be shown by constructing a proof similar to the
standard Henkin method for absolute validity. ~

In all, the resulting logic is pretty much like the old system K where
absolute rules are circumvented. Since in the mixed approach relative and
absolute entities are interdependent, new problems might be expected for
the modal language. But of course the deduction theorem relates absolutely
valid formulas to relatively valid rules and all antipicated problems vanish.

3.2 Coherent modal models

In this section we consider partial Kripke models with only coherent situa-
tions. Especially for epistemic applications these models are preferable: we
cannot have inconsistent knowledge.

3.2. i Modal falsiflability

First we focus on falsificational validity. Since for pure propositions FALSIF
on coherent situations leads to classical pL, one expects a similar clasaical
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result for modal formulas. One is not disappointed in its expectations: for
absolute falsificational validity the coherent semantics yields system K.

Before we can show this we have to reinspect some lemmas given in
section 2.2: do coherence and persistence hold for modal logic? First, co-
herence still holds of course (see appendix B); in fact, unless we alter our
truth~falaity conditions for modal operators into highly counter-intuitive
clauses, modalities will not disturb the propositional coherence of situa-
tions. Second, persistence does not hold in its most general form (lemma 2).
The obvious reason for this violation of general persistence is that the lo-
cal character of general persistence is incompatible with the gloóal nature
of modal truth clauses. To be more specific, imagine the situation where
s~ Op, there is only one t such that sRt and s C s'. So t~ p. Then for
any t' which is R-accessible from s' it should be the case that t' ~ p, but
nothing urges t C t'. Since a picture says more than a thousands words:

slO -~ O tl

In fact there is no compelling reason why the relations in the diagram should
commute.28

We seem to be in big trouble here: the proof of theorem 4 depended on
persistence, so even pL would be invalidated by the present semantics. But
fortunately we used a rather weak sort of persistence in that proof; with
respect to model completion persistence even holds for the modal case. In
fact we can prove a more general result:

Lemma 5 ( modal valuation persistence)
Let M-(S, R, V), M' -(S, R, V'), and for every s E S: M, a C M', s(i.e.
M' is a valuation extension of M~. Then persistence holds `pointwise':
IF M, s~ Sp THEN M', s~ ~p and 1F M, s~ cp THEN M', s~ ~p

~"Of course failure of persistence can be remedied by adding conatraints on the interac-
tion of relations C and R; possibly thie interaction can be studied better by reconsidering
a second modal operator `~' which ia interpreted by means of C se accessibility-operator.
(cf. aubsection 2.6.5. -
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proof: see appendix B ~

Theorem 15 For modal logic the coherent semantics with absolute falsifi-
cational validity is complete with respect to modal system K.

proof: It is obviated that we can extend the proof of theorem 4 by treating
axiom K and rule N, while keeping the overall structure of the proof fixed.

First notice that every standard possible world model is also a partial
Kripke model with coherent situations. Hence the set of FALSIFab, validities
is contained in the set of K-theorems.

Axiom K holds in this partial semantics, for assume on the contrary that
for some model M-(S, R, V) and some situation s E S: s~ ~(~p -. t~i) -~
(~cp ~ o~). Then (i) s~ O(~p ~~i), (ii) s~ ~~p and (iii) s~ ~~i. By (iii)
there is a t such that sRt and t~~i. Consequently, by (i) and coherence of
t, t~ ~p which contradicts (ii).

Moreover N holds since if ~ ~p and not ~j o~p then there is a model M
and a situation s such that M, s~ Ocp, so there is an accessible t in M
such that M, t~ cp which contradicts the first assumption. This enables an
inductive proof of the fact that every formula which can be deduced from
K is a FALSIFabs validity, and, a fortiori, that K-rules are precisely the
FALSIFab,-valid ones. ~

In fact this theorem allows for an obvious extension to normal systems:

Theorem 16 The normal modal systems are captured by the standard Krip-
kean conditions on accessibílity.

proof: Let C be any condition on accessibility (not necessarily first-order!).
Again, since the class of full Kripke models relative to C is contained in the
class of partial models respecting C, every `partial' validity is alao a`total'
validity. On the other hand, assume there is a classical validity cp relative to
C which is however rejected by some partial model with relation R obeying
C. Like before, extend this model to a possible world model M. Notice
that R is not affected, so M respects C. Thus, by valuation persiatence
(lemma 5) M rejects ~p, contradicting the first part of the assumption. ~

So the tenor of all this is similar to that for the purely propositional
case: there is no descriptive difference between standard Kripke semantics
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and partial semantics employing the `never false' concept of validity and the
relatíve notion of rule. However, there still may be important differences
between both approaches. One may be that of the greater intuitive ( `real-
istic') appeal of situations. Another the greater computational possibilities
of the partial appoach: the points (worlds or situations) of the partial mod-
els can now be specified by considerably smaller sets - moreover a partial
model characterising (here in the sense of not falsifying) a formula may
consequently contain less points than a full model doing the same job.

In section 3.1 we found that according to their definitions, rules can
behave very different for modal languages. Of course this deviation is main-
tained for FALSIF when we move from possible worlds to (coherent) situa-
tions. Especially rule N again does not hold relatively or mixed: ~p ,-~ ~cp.

Theorem 17 On coherent situations FALSIF,.~~ is sound and complete with
respect to the modal system MrL~`, which is the system rL~` augmented with
a number of modal rules whích will 6e discussed in due course.

Proof: see section 3.3

3.2.2 Modal veriflcation

As before, the absolute or mixed approach is hardly interesting for verifica-
tion on (partial) situations: the empty set of validities induces respectively
the total or empty set of rules. So for the rest of this section we focus on
the relative perspective.

Fortunately the relative system is interesting and certainly nontrivial in
its deductive properties. So, with regards to the problem of completeness, it
is clear the rule system should contain rL}, and a number of characteristic
modal rules, together forming the system MrL}. Let us first repeat the
propositional rules:

(R1) -~~~p q ~p (`the law of double negation')

(R2) ~(~p n ~i) q ~ip V ~~i (first `de Morgan's law')

(R3) ~(cp V ~) t~ ~cp n ~~i (second `de Morgan's law')

(R4) sP n ~G ~ ~v s~ n ~G ~ ~G

(R5) ~p~~pV~i ~i~cpV~i
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(R6) if ~p, p~ X and ~r~i, p~ X then cp V~i, p~ X

(R7) if X~ ~p, p and X~ ~i, P then X ~ ~p n~i, p

(R8) ~p n ~cP ~ ~i

(R9) if~p~ tli and~i~Xthen ~p~X

(R10) A~ B iff there are nonempty sets {al, .. ., a„~} C A and {,Ol, ...,,On} C
B suchthat aln...na,,, ~A1V...VA,,.

For the modal language the system has to be enriched by the additional
principles:

(Ril) O~~p a ~ocp

(R12) o~~p a ~O~p

(R13) o~p n o~i ~ o(cp n~) (called C before)

(R14) O(~p V ~,) ~ O~pV O~i

(R15) if cp ~ ~i then ocp ~ o~i (called Z before)

(R16) if cp ~ ~i then Oip ~ O~

(Ri7) o~p n O,~ ~ O(~p n~i)

(R18) o(~p v~) ~ O~p v o~,

(R19) O(~p n~cp) ~ tli ( ~nodal ex falso).

Comments:

1. It is easy to check that the semantics of relative verification is sound
with respect to the system MrL}. A completeness proof will be given
in the rest of this subsection and in appendix C.

2. Notice that most rules come in dual pairs; to be more precise: except
for the `ex falso' principles R8 and R19, all displayed rules are subject
to contraposition in the sense that if ~p ~ ~i then also ~~i ~~cp.
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3. We conjecture that the rules of the system are independent, although
we do not have a proof of this. The conjecture is based on failed
attempts to reduce the system on the one hand, and on the fact that
dual pairs are not interreducible since contraposition does not hold in
general on the other. Independence is of minor importance compared
to conaistency, soundness and completeness.

4. The converse rules of R13 and R14 are implied by R15 and R16, re-
spectively. We shall demonstrate the latter:

1 ~p ~ ~o V ~i [R5]
2 O~p ~ O(cp v t~i) [1, R16]
3 O~i ~ O(~p V ~i) [by analogy]
4 O~p V O~i ~ O(~p V ~) [2,3, R6]

5. The rules obtained when disjunction and conjunction in R13 and R14
are interchanged also hold (this can be shown by propositional reason-
ing, R15 and R16).

6. R17 and R18 have useful consequences:

. O rp n Ot~i ~ Ocp;

. oy, ~ O~p v o~,;

7. R18 can be reformulated into the equivalent O(~p -~ ~i) ~ ocp -i o~i,
which again is a relativized form of the K-axiom, yet different from the
one encountered in the previous section wluch follows from the form
given here (but can also be proved independent of R18, since rL}, T
and C also hold in MrL} ).

Theorem 18 On coherent situations VERIF,.~~ is sound and complete with
respect to the modal system MrL}, i.e. A~ cp q A ~-MrL} ~P.

proof: It is straightforward to check the soundness ofthe semantics. We will
show the completeness by a Henkin-style proof. 'I'he details are transferred
to appendix C.

In the sequel we employ the following definitions:

Deflnition 13 Let E 6e an aróitrary set of formulas.

. E is consistent (w.r.t. MrLt) i,fj~ E ~f cp ~~~p;
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. E is saturated (w.r.t. V~ if,j` IF ~p V~r~i E E THEN: cp E E OR ~i E E;

. E is a theory (w.r.t. MrL}) ifj`' E ~:p im,plies ~p E E.

If E is a consistent and saturated theory, we call it a csT for short. The
canonical model (S~, R~, V~) is defined by:

. s~ -{r ~ r ig a ~sT};

. rR~O iff

- r, o E s~,
- O~p E r implies ~p E 0 for all cp, and

-~p E 0 implies O~p E r for all cp;

. V~(p, r) - 1 iff p E r; V~(p, r) - 0 iff ~p E r.

Then we can prove the crucial truth~falsity lemma:

Lemma 8 For all r E S~: r~ ip iff cp E r; r~ ip iff ~~p E r.

proof: by induction on the structure of cp.

.(basic case) if ~p is a propositional atom, the lemma holds by the
definition of V~.

In the next cases we study the validity of the lemma for cp of certain
complexity, assumiiig it to hold for ~p's with smaller complexity (the
induction hypothesis, IH):

. let cp be of the form ~z~i.
r~~~, iff r~~i iff (Ix) ~~, E r.
r~~~i iff r~ ~i iff (Ix) ,~, E r iff (Rl) ~~~i E r.

. let ~p - a ~ p.
r~ anAiffr~ aócr~piff(IH) aEr~pEr iff(R4andtext
observation) a n p E r.
r~a~Aiffr~aorr~,0iff(ix)~aEror~,OEriff(R5and
saturation) ~a V~,(3 E r iff (R2) ~(a n J3) E r.

. let ~p be of the form o~i.
r~ o~i iff for all 0 such that rR~~: 0~ zli iff (Ix) for all 0 such
that rR~O: ~i E 0 iff (see lemma S below) ~~i E r.
r~ ~~ji iff for some ~ such that rR~O: 0~~i iff (III) for some ~
such that rR~O: ~~(i E 0 iff (see lemma 7 below) O~tli E r iff (R11)
-,o~, E r.
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The truth and falsity steps for V and O are skipped: they are completely
analogous to the proofs for ~ and ~. In fact we can define V and O in terms
of ~, ~ and 0- licensed by R1, R2, R11, R15 among others - so the
avoided stepa are immaterial anyway. ~

Lemma 7 O~p E I' ifj` for some 0 such that I'R~O: Sp E 0.

Lemma 8 Oip E I' i,fj` for all 0 such that I'R~O: ~p E 0.

Proofa: in appendix C.

The rest of the proof of theorem 18 ia rather easy: assume that A If cp
then, by the construction given for theorem 2, there exists a consistent,
saturated theory E~ A such that ~p ~ E. So E~ A(i.e. for all ~i E A:
E~-r~i) and E~ So, ergo A~ cp.

3.3 Modal situation models

Releasing the restriction to coherence, the Kripke frame can be supple-
mented with a partial, possibly incoherent valuation. Combining ideas of
possible world semantics and general situation semantics we arrive at the
notion of a modal situation model.

Deflnition 14 (modal aituation model) A structure (S, R, V) is a modal
situation model if R C S x S and V: Prop x S--a ~({0,1}).

The truth conditions are as before, i.e. the general situation clauses for
atoms, the standard ones for the connectives and the partial Kripke ones for
modal operators. Moreover, the definitions for the options on validity and
rules are unchanged.

Similar to the propositional case the number of possible syatems allowed
by the different types of validity and rule definitions is immediately reduced
by the following two facts:

~ there are still no valid formulas in this semantics. ( cf. theorem 6; a9)

~ dualization still holds ( cf. lemma 3).

Here the obvious generalization of duality is:

79In both counter-examples given in eection 2.3 where S-{a}, take R- {(a, a)}.
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Deflnition 15 (modal duality)
For any model M-(S, R, V) , its dual M -(S, R, V) is defined 6y:

1 E V(p, s) ifj` 0~ V(p, s) and 0 E V(p, s) ifj` 1 ~ V(p, s).

Lemma 9 ( modal duality)
For every M, a, ~p : M, s~ ~p q M, s~ rp and M, s~ ~p a M, s~ ~p.

proof: see appendix B.
Consequently, the important reduction of falsifiability to verification ex-

pressed earlier in theorem 8 is maintained. Moreover, by their very nature,
aósolute and mixed verification of rules only produce the extreme possible
rule systems, viz. R and g respectively. So what remains to be inspected
in the case for relative verification. Since completeness of the similar case
for coherent models is not yet proved, we can only make a conjecture here.
However, we are pretty sure that when the completeness problem for the
coherent semantics is solved (solvable), so will be the analogous problem for
the general modal semantics:

Theorem 19 The modal logic for relative verification on genernl models is
MrL - MrL} - {R8,R19}.

Proof Following the Henkin method the canonical situations now may be
syntactically inconsistent sets, so in general we consider saturated theories
(sT's for short) instead of csT's in this section, and the accessibility-relation
is adapted correspondingly. Of course the canonical valuation function also
needs some modification, since it can be multi-valued:

1 E V~(p, r) iff p E r;
0 E V~(p, r) iff ~p E r.

The rest of the general proof is almost the same as in the case for MrL}:
if A If ~p, then there is an sT E~ A such that cp ~ E. Thus by the truth
lemma E~ A and E~ ~p, consequently A~ ~p. a

The proof of the truth lemma for MrL is identical to that for MrL},
since the rules R8 and R19 are not used in it. Lemma 7 and its proof also
hold mutatis mutandis; i.e., we can obviously skip the check on consistency
of ~, and furthermore notice that R8 and R19 are only used in this atep.
This results in:
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Ocp E I' iff there is an sT ~ such that I'R~l~ and cp E 0.
For the pendant of lemma 8 the latter remark does not hold: R19 is used

in deriving ~p ~ 0 as well, so merely skipping the step for consistency will
not do. Fortunately we can remove this complication by buiding the desired
fact into the definition of On.

Lemma 10 ocp E I' ijj` for all sT 0 such that I'R~t,: ~p E 0.
proof appendix C ~

With this result another route to our earlier proof for MrL} becomes
evident: show that the addition of axioma R8 and R19 amounts to the con-
sistency of ~, given the consistency of I'. But since the latter construction
forces us to impose an extra condition on the On, we avoided such a reformu-
lation for expository reasons: the earlier proof is surely more transparant.

Like in the propositional case, once the more general semantics has been
shown to be complete, we can use a simple reduction technique for the com-
pleteness of MrL~`, the system which was supposed to capture relative falsi-
fication on coherent models. It consists of the rules of MrL, joined with the
rules R8~` and R19~`, which result from the ex falso rules by contraposition:

(R8~) ~i ~ ~p V ~~p ( tertium non datur)

(R19~`) ~i ~ o(cp V~~p) (modal tertium non datur)

Theorem 20 (-theorem 17 specifled)
On coherent situations FALSIF,,e~ is sound and complete with respect to the

modal system MrL~`, which is the system MrL U{R8~`,R19~`}.
In order to prove this theorem we notice again that ( relative) falsification

on coherent situations amounts to (relative) verification on total ones. To
be precise we introduce the following syntactic counterpart of the semantic
notion of totalíty:

Deflnition 18 A set of formulas E is exhaustive (w.r.t. MrL~`~ i}f E~
~p V~ip for every formula ~p.

For saturated theories E this criterion implies for every formula that the
formula or its negation is a member of E, i.e. that E is a syntactically com-
plete theory.3o

~o We prefer exhaustivity since different notions of compieteneaa may lead to confusion.
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Proof of theorem 20: Using modal dualization (definition 15 and lemma 9)
we can transfer coherent models into exhaustive ones, and simultaneoualy
interchange `true' and `not-false'. So it suffices to show the completenesa for
relative verification on So, the canonical situations are EsT's, and accessi-
bility and valuation are as in the case of MrL, but now restricted to EsT's.
The main argument and the truth lemma are independent of the nature of
the canonical models, which leaves us with lemmas 7 and 10. The adapted
forms of these lemmas can be shown by inspection of their original proofs.
(cf. appendix C, lemma 11) ~

3.4 Summary

In order to arrive at the full picture of what we considered the standard
version of partial modal l~~gic, we inspect total models once again. It is easy
to see that dualization of a total model into a coherent one (as displayed
in the previous section), which transforms verification into falsifiablity and
vice versa, holds independent of the rule type (absolute, ~nixed or relative).
So all the options for total situations can be reduced to corresponding ones
in coherent semantics (see table 2). So, essentially two types of situations
are of prime interest for partial logic: arbitrary situations and coherent
situations. Both provide systems which are logically interesting; the more
general modal situation semantics is sometimes technically easier, whereas
the more restricted coherent partial semantics often has a greater appeal.

With regards to the types of rule involved we noticed that the `classical'
type for modal logic, viz. the absolute one, is not precisely described by the
system K, not even for (coherent and total) possible world models. In other
words, what K describes is the set of theorems, not the set of valid rules.
Augmenting K with a closure principle for deductions from non-theorems,
we were capable to extend van Benthem's partial semantics for elementary
logic to the modal language. In fact the mixed and the relative type of rule
also forced us to accomodate K in yet another way; the relativized aystem
K' can obtained from K by the deduction theorem.

For partial semantics, absolute or mixed rules lead to void, unconstrained
or (almost, cf. above) classical inference systems. Only relative rules provide
really new systems. The systems in the triplet MrL, MrLf and MrL~` are
shown to be complete for relative verfication on the classes of modal situation
models, partial Kripke models and total modal models, repectively. Once
more it is convenient to supply this information in the form of lattice-twins.
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Table 2: partial modal logics

possible
worlds

coherent
situations

total
situations

general
aituations

VERIF K 0 K ~
VERIFab, Krt R K~ R
VERIFr~I K' MrL MrL~` MrL
VERIFa6s míx K~ K` X Form R R
VERIFreI míx K~ 0 K' ~
FALSIF K K ~ ~
FALSIFab, K~` K~` R R
FALSIFr~j K' MrL~` MrL MrL
FALSIF Q6i míx K~` R K` x Form R
FALSIF re1 mtix K' K' ~ ~

K'
, `

coh~tot

, `
MrL} co.- n~ MrL~` coh dr-- ual'~ tot

` , ` ,
MrL gen
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Considering applications, the absolute perspective on rules seems un-
suited for e.g. knowledge representation. It is especially wrong to reserve
the notion of `knowing that' to theorems, but is equally wrong to have
~p ~ ocp as a relative rule, i.e. to apply Necessitation to arbitrary formulas.
In fact we want to restrict this rule to certain sets of formulas, to wit stable
sets [HalpernBiMoses84] or introspective theories [Thijsse 87], correspond-
ing to knowledge states and sets of alternatives, respectively. Again, only
relative rules are capable to circumvent the problems of logical omniscience.

3.5 Alternatives

We will now consider alternatives to our standard theory. In the literature
one can find several proposals to vary the truth conditions, the notion of va-
lidity and the art of the modal accessibility relation. Some of these proposals
are rather eclectic or even ad hoc in nature.
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3.5.1 Levesque

[Levesque84] provides a challenging logic for explicit belief (B). At one hand
Levesque wants to retain classical propositional logic as well as its modal
instantiations, e.g. B~p V~Bcp. On the other hand he wants to get rid of
logical omniscience - here paradigms are results of rule N such as B(rpV ~cp)
and axiom scheme K: B((p ~~p) V q) ~ Bq.

To achieve this Levesque uses a rather intricate semantics. A model in
his semantics is essentially31 of the form (S, Xi, V), where S is an arbitrary
set of (general) situations, 13 C S a set of believed situations, and V a
(possibly partial and incoherent) valuation function.

The truth and falaity conditions are atandard, except for the case `false-
modal' which is of the `mixed', yet actual type:

M, s~ B~o iff for all t E 13 : M, t~ cp.

The obvious effect of this stipulation is that with regards to modal formulae
(of the form B~p) the aemantics is bivalent, `classical' again.

The sort of validity is absolute verification, but now restricted to possible
worlds. This move ensures that the classically valid propositional (without
B) formulae are also valid in thia semantics. Still, in the context of partial
logic such invocation of (total and coherent) worlds is a rather desperate
thing to do. One should desire a less severe reatriction here. Our earlier
results in sections 2.2 and 3.2 suggest that one might replace `worlds' by `co-
herent situations' here, once VERIF is replaced by FALSIF. A complication
for the justification of this change is that the semantics is non-persistent (cf.
the above clause for the falsity of Bcp); so a mere completion of a counter-
model analogous to our earlier proofs will not suffice. But we can do better
than that.

Theorem 21 In the Levesque semantics a formula is always true on possi-
61e worlds i,fj` it is never false on coherent situations.

Proof: From the right to the left this is trivial: every falsifying world is
also a coherent situation. To show the other direction, let M-(S, li, V) be
a falsifying model, i.e. there is a coherent s E S such that M, s~ Sp. Let
s' be a completion of e, and M' -(S U{s'},,Ci,V'), where V' restricted

J1The actual formulation in [Leveaque84] makea use of two functiona T(for `truth') and
.P (for `falaity') from Prop to ~(S); the obvioua correapondence with our formulation ia
given by:
a E 7(p) iff 1 E V(p, a), and a E.P(p) iff 0 E V(p, a).
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to S equala V. Then, by induction on the structure of ip, M, s~(~)~i ~
M`, s' ~(~)~i. Notice that the modal steps work out right because we left
13 unchanged. ~

This rather heterogenous approach eliminates at least some types of
logical omniscience: N does not hold since e.g. p V~p is valid, but in the
model ({s}, {s}, V) where V(p, s) - 0, it is the case that s~ B(p V~p).
The counter-example for K is the model ({s, t}, {t},V) where V(p, s) -~,
V(q,a) -~, V(p,t) - 2, and V(q,t) -~, then s~ Bp, s~ B(p ~ q) but
s~ Bq, consequently s~ (Bp n B(p -. q) --~ Bq.

The deductive system (`proof theory') Levesque proposes has the follow-
ing features:

. the axioms of pL;

. Modus Ponens;32

. F- Bip ~ B~i iff ~ ~rL ~

In effect Levesque proceeds by applying the last rule directly to a set of rules
(`axioms') for entailment given in [AndersonBiBelnap75] (cf. our rL here)
and intenda to uae the derived formulas instead of the last rule. However
his list contains the formula (B~p n BT(i) ~ B(ep n~i), which does not result
from the rule. Unfortunately the obvious alternative for Levesque's last rule

~(p-at~1 lff ~~MrL~

does not hold: due to rule R18 of MrL this yields K. So we should add C
to our list of axioms for the logic of Levesque:33

. (C) : (B~p n B~) -~ B(~p n ,~)

However the critical reader might notice at this point that the system de-
scribed thus far is still incomplete: the semantics validates the introspection
axioms:

. (4) : Bcp -~ BBcp;

37Both pL and MP ahould not be conatrained to purely propoaitional formulae, butallow for modal inetantiationa as well: e.g. Bp n~Bp --~ q is valid.
~~The syatem given in [Leveaque84] ia highly redundant; moreover, I have not been ableto trace the announced completeneas proof, and poatpone auch a proof and a thoroughdiscusaion of vicea and virtuea of Leveaque'a paper to another occaaion.
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~ (5) : ~B~p ~ B~Bip.

In fact these axioms (especially 5) are extremely doubtful for the notion of
explicit belief under consideration. Levesque eliminates such validities by
constraining the syntax to noniterative formulas.

It seems to us that we can improve and at the same time standardize
Levesque's account here by replacing Ci by an accessibility relation R. With-
out the restriction to noniterative formulas R obviously has to be transitive
and euclidian to get the same effect caused by Levesque's Li. Instead we can
also demand more sound restrictions on R, such as being serial.

3.5.2 Muskens

In (Muskens89) various modal operators connected to verbs such as `know'
and `believe' are analysed in intensional logic with a translation that can
be considered a formalization of the modeltheoretic interpretation. Conse-
quently, accessibility is given the same (partial) treatment as other predi-
cates. Although to us such an approach does not seem fully supported by
intuition, we surely must consider this alternative too.

Rephrasing matters in our present framework, s~ ~p amounts to urging
Qaib'j(Rij -~ rp(j)~(s) - 1 and s~ ip likewise to ~ai`dj(Rij ~ cp(j)~(a) - 0.
Then by the (partial) interpretation rules for application, .1-abstraction,
quantification, predication, and especially the clauses for ~ stated on page 6,
this leads to the following truth~falsity conditions for ~

s~ O cp q for every t: sR- t or t~ ~p
s~ ~~p q for some t such that aR}t : t~ cp

To normalize formulation, let R-(R-)` and R' - Rf 34, then:

s~ Ocp q for every t such that aRt : t~ ~p
s~ O~p q for some t such that sR~t : t~ ip
s~ Ocp q for some t such that aR't : t~ ~p
s~ Ocp q for every t such that aRt : t~ cp

So a model M is now of the form (S, R, R', V). For coherent situations we
need a restriction on admissible model structures: only models with R~ C R
are allowed. With respect to these models, propositional coherence entails
modal coherence. In fact we obtain full completeness:

~~(R-)` and R} are the complemcnt of the anti-exteruion and the (poaitive) extension,
reapectively.
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Theorem 22 With partialaccessibility relations, VERIF,.~t on coherent mod-
els is sound and complete for the system MrL} -{R18}.

proof: this parallels the proof of theorem 18 with the difference that it
somewhat easier, once the proper defintions are chosen. The definition of
the canonical model is almost identical, with some exceptions: S~ is the set
of all csT's with respect to MrL} - R18. R~ is still `double-barrelled', but
R~ is now `single-barrelled':

. I'R~0 iff I', 0 E S~ and o~p E I' implies ~p E p for all cp;

. PR~O iff I', 0 E S~, ~cp E I' implies ip E 0, and cp E p implies Oip E I'
for all cp.

The truth lemma then holds since (sub)lemma 7(see appendix C) refers
to the same double-barrelled canonical relation and does not use R18; the
counterpart of lemma 8 is easily proved, since the 02 property is not needed
anymore. To be more specific, define ~o and ~i}1 as before, apart from
the cases of disjunction which now become:

~ Onfl - ~n U{(~n~ ~} 1f ~Pn - tG V X , ~n ~ ~Pni and On~ ~~~i

~ Onfl - On U{(Pn~ X} lf ~n -~ V Xi On F~ni and On~ X~~.

Theoremhood and non-containment of ~p are straightforward. Saturation
is likewise unproblematic: in fact a lot of properties directly follow from
the facts that MrL}- R18 contains all of rL}and the construction of Delta
resembles that in the proof theorem 2. We leave the these and other details
to the reader. ~

Once we allow incoherent situations, as advocated by Muskens, the C-
order between the accessibility relations can be entirely dismissed. The proof
system is consequently smaller:

Theorem 23 Wíth partialaccessibility relations, VERIF,.~t on general mod-
els is sound and complete for the system MrL -{ R17,R18}.

proof: For the canonical model S~ is the set of all sT's with respect to MrL
- R17,R18. R~ and R~ are now both defined by `single' clauses:

. I'R~0 iff I', 0 E S~ and ocp E I' implies io E p for all ip;
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~ I'R~0 iff I', ~ E S~ and cp E 0 implies Oip E I' for all cp.

The separated clauses avoid interference of ~'s with O's in the sublemmas.
So to show O~p E I' ~ for some 0 such that I'R~O: ~p E ~, let 00 -{cp}
and proceed as in lemma 7(where the check on consistency is left out, of
course). The O1-property holds (the basic step of the inductive proof is
now trivial), and theoremhood and saturation are similar. The pendant of
lemma 8, which shows O~p ~ I' ~ for some 0: I'R~0 and cp ~ 0, can be
proved similar to the previous theorem. We leave this simple proof to the
reader. ~
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A Deductive properties of rL~ and rL'

We first demonstrate some properties of system rL}and thereafter turn to
a system which is closer to Kamp's original formulation.

Proposition 1 (commutativity)

. ~n~a~n~

. ~v~azGv~

Proof: we leave this to the reader ~

Associativity was already used in the formulation of R10, which actually
has to be decorated with lots of brackets in order to remain consistent with
the order of presentation.

Proposition 2 (associativity)

~ ~n(~Gnx)a(~n~G)nx
~ ~v(~Gvx)~(s~v~G)vx

Proof: by way of example we show the implication to the right for the first
equivalence.

1 ~pn(~nx)~~p [R.4]
2 ~n(~nx)~~nx [R4]
3 ~nx~~ [R4J
4~p n (~i n x) ~~i [2, 3, R9]
5 ~p n (~ji n x) ~ X [by analogy]
s ~p n (~i n x) ~ ~p n ~i [1, 4, R,7]
7 cp n(~ n x) ~(~p n,~) n x [6,5, R7]

.

Proposition 3 (distributivity)

~ ~vn(~vx)a(~n~G)v(~nx)
~ wv(~nx)a(~vv~G)n(~vx)

Proof: We only show the first equivalence:
(~)
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1 ~, ~ ~ ~P n ~G [R7'J
2~p n zG ~ (~p n ~) v ( ~p n X) [R5]
3~p, ~~(~p n zG) v( ~p n x) [1, 2, R9J
4~P, x~ (~P n~) V(~P n x) [by analogY]
5 c~, ~ v x~(SV n,~) v( ~p n x) [3, 4, RsJ
6~ n(~ v X) ~(~ n~) v (~ n X) [5, R10J

1 ~ ~ ~i v X [R5]
2 ~Pn~~SPn(~Gvx) [1,R0]
3 ~p n X~ So n(~i v X) [by analogy]
4(~ n~) ~(~ n x) ~~ n(~ ~ x) [2, 3, R6]

In Kamp's own system R7 is replaced by the following two rules:3s

(RO) if ~p ~ ~i and ~ is a positive context of cp then ~r(~p) ~~(~i)

( R7' ) cp, t~i ~ ~p n t~

The very typical rule RO contains a simple though useful concept; ~ is
said to be a positive context for ~p if cp occurs as a subformula in ~, but not
within the scope of a negation - there is no reference to the antecedent of an
implication since this is not a part of the formal language. The application
of this rule is more widespread than may seem at first sight. E.g. we might
want to count the position of ~p in ~(~ipV ~i) as positive by some appropriate
~~- calculus. But there is no need for this generalization here, since we can
push negations inward by R1-3, which can be done repeatedly by R0. A
formula is positive if its negations occur only in front of atoms. The method
mentioned above leads to a normal form:

Lemma 11 Every formula ás veráfiably equivalent to a positive one.

We illustrate the use of R7' in a proof for the very useful cut rule.

Theorem 24 (cut)
if A~ B, ry and A, 7~ B then A~ B.

~6Due to restriction to purely propositional formulas, the addition of R9 and R10, and
the presentation given in eection 2, the numbering of the rules does not cotreepond to
Kamp'e numbering.
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Proof: Assume A~ B, ry and A,7 ~ B then by R10 there are al, ..., ak~i E
A and pl, ..., pmfn E B such that al n-.- n ak ~ pl V... V p„t V ry and
ak}1 n... n akf, n ry~ p,,,~ 1 V... V p,n~n (if ry does not occur in the premise
or consequence, we are done). Let a- al n. ..nakfi and p- p1 V.-. Vpmfn,
then strengthening of antecedents and weakening of consequents (licensed by
R4, R5 and R9 yields: (i) a~ pV y and (ii) a nry ~ p. (i) implies (R7', R4,
R9) a~ an(pVry), and so by the first distribution law: a~ (anp)V(anry),
and with ( ii), R4 and R6, this implies a~ p, so A~ B, by R10. s,

Let rL' be the set of deductive rules generated by RO-10, with R7 re-
placed by R7'. We are able to reprove completeness, now with respect to
rL'.

proof of theorem 2: Agaín verification with coherent situations is sound
with respect to the rules of rL'.

To establish the full completeness by a Henkin-type proof, assume that
A If ~p. Next notice that by lemma 11 A and iO may be considered to be
positive, and in fact we may totally restrict ourselves to positive formulas.
Let ~o, t~ii, ... be an enumeration of the positive formulas in order of non-
decreasing complexity. The pair of sets (A, cp) is extended to (0, ~) , which
is a partition of {~io, t~il, ...}, by the following procedure:

1. Do - A; ~o - {~P}

2. if On U{z~in} If ~n then Onf l- On U{2~n} and ~nfi -~n
if On U{~i,,} ~~„ then On.~l - On and ~n.~l - ~n U {t~in}

Put 0- UnOn and ~- Un~n. So, informally, 0 is a cautious expansion
of A, where ~ is just garbage.38 Next we will show by induction on n that

On If ~„ (and therefore 0 If ~) :

1. For n- 0 the statement holds by definition.

2. Assume for some n On Ff ~n, and then inspect the case n-}- 1. If
On U{tlin} ~f ~n then by definition ~nfl y~nfl. If on the other hand
On U{~in} F- ~n, we argue indirectly: suppose that ~nfl F- ~„fl, so
~n ~~n U {tlin}. Then by the already derived cut-rule On F- ~n which
contradicts the induction hypothesis.

JóNote that the 0 constructed here ia precisely the positive part of what was called a
conaiatent saturated theory before.
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Now one defines the canonical valuation V~ on 0 by: V~(p, 0) - 1 a
p E 0 and V~(p, 0) - 0 a~p E 0. This induces the usual truth lemma:

M', 0~ X iff X E 0 for every positive X

Again a simple inductive proof suffices.

1. For X- p or X-~p the lemma holds by definition of V~;

2. Assume the statement holds for all formulas up to a certain complexity.
An arbitrary formula X of greater complexity than this cannot be of
the form (1) so it is of one of the following shapes:

~ X- Xl n X2. If X E 0 then Xi,Xz E 0(for if, say, Xl ~ 0 then
Xl E~ for it is positive too. But then, by R4, 0 ~- ~ counter to
fact) So, by the induction hypothesis, 0~ Xl and 0~ Xz and
therefore 0~ X1 n Xz. For the other direction, suppose X~ 0,
thus X E~. Then at least one of Xl and Xzi say Xi, is not in ~
(for if they are 0 ~- ~ by R7'), so the hypothesis shows 0~ Xi
and therefore 0 ~ X.

~ X- Xi V Xz. If X E 0 then X1 E 0 or Xz E ~(if not, than
Xi ~ Xz E~, so there are k, l, m such that Xl -~k, Xz -~~,
X-~i,,,, ~k U{X1 } ~- ~k and Ol U{Xz} ~~l. Then by R6 and the
increasing complexity of the ~it : m 1 k, l so ~,,, U{Xi ~ Xz }~~.n ~
and therefore X E~, which is contradictory.) If X~ 0 the
argument is similar to that in the previous case, now by invoking
R5.

Apart from one minor omission this indeed completes the proof since
0~ A and ~~ ~p. What Kamp left out was to check the coherence of 0
with respect to V~. The proof is straightforward: if V~ is incoherent than
for some p : V~(p, 0) - 0 and V~(p, 0) - 1. I.e., 0~ p n~p, so by the
truth lemma p n~p E ~. Due to R8 p n~p ~ cp, so 0 I- ~p contrary to the
assumption. So, 0 is coherent, though ~ in general is not, si

The proof demonstrates that Kamp's and our formulation amount to the
same, which licenses interchangable use of both systems.
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B Coherence, persistence and partiality

In this appendix we prove some crucial lemmas presented in section 2, deal-
ing with such key notions as coherence, persistence, and partiality. First we
will show lemmas 1 and 2 from subsection 2.2.

Lemma 1 ( coherence) (repeated~
For no ~p, S, V, and coherent s E S:(S, V), s ~- ~p and (S, V), s~ ~p.

proof: (by induction on the structure of cp)

. the basic case, where ~p is an atom, holds by definition;

. if the lemma holds for ~p, consider the case ~So. Now suppose there
would be a situation s such that s~ ~~p and s~ ~~p, then also s~ cp
and s ~ ~p, contradictory to assumption.

. assume the lemma to hold for both cp and ~i, and then inspect ~p ~~i.
Again we give a reductio ad absurdum: suppose for some s: s~ cp n~i
and s ~ cp n~i, then by the truth conditions for conjunctions s~ cp and
s~~i and (s ~ So or s~~i). So, a fortiori, (s ~ cp and s~ cp) or (s ~~i
and s~~i), however both possibilities contradict the assumption. a

Lemma 2 (pereistence)
For every So, M-(S, V), M' -(S', V'), s E S, s' E S' such that M, s C
M', s': IF M, s~ cp THEN M', s`~ cp and IF M, s~ cp THEN M', s' ~ cp. -

proof: this can be showed again by simultaneous induction on the structure
of cp. Since the basic case holds by definition of (general) persistence, and the
case for negations follows immediately from the dual induction hypothesis,
we only inspect conjunctions: so assume the lemma to hold for arbitrary
M, M', s, s', cp, ~i compatible with the restrictions put on it. Now consider
~n~,:

. if M, s~ cp~~i then M, s~ ~p and M, s~ ~i, so by assumption M', s' ~ ip
and M', s' ~ zli and therefore M', s' ~ ~p n~~.

. if M, s~ ~p~~i then l~i, s~ cp or M, s~ ~i, so by assumption M`, s' ~ ~p
or M', s' ~ ~r~i and therefore M', s' ~ ~p ~~i, a

Next we prove a fact mentioned in subsection 2.3.
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Lemma 4 (totality) if s is total then for all ~p : s ~- ~p or s~ cp.

proof: (once more by induction)

. if cp is an atom, say p, then V(p, s) ~ 0 and so 1 E V(p, s) or 0 E
V(p, s), i.e. s~ p or s~ p.

. if the lemma holds for cp, it clearly holds for ~~p too.

. finally assume the lemma to hold for ~p and ~i, then it also holds for
cp ~~, for assume on the contrary that neither s~ cp ~~i nor s~ cp n~i.
a~ ~p n ~i entails that s~ ~p and s~~; where s~ ~p n~r~i entails that
s~ ~p or s~:,i. Combining these results implies either s~ ip and
s~ cp, or s~~i and s~~i (or both). This contradicts the assumed
total interpretation w.r.t. cp and ~i. a

Next we study generalizations of the above lemmas for the modal lan-
guage. First we reconsider persistence. In section 3.2 it turned out that
only a special type of persistence which respects the model's structure holds
without imposing constraints on the interrelation between modal accessibil-
ity and extension:

Lemma 5 (modal valuation persistence)
Let M-(S, R, V), M' -(S, R, V'), and for every s E S: M, s C M', a, i.e.
1~1' is a valuation extension of M. Then persistence holds `pointwise':
IF M, sl- cp THEN M', sl- cp and IF M, s~ cp THEN M', s~ cp

proof: Of course, due to general persistence for the propositional language
we only have to check the steps for modalized formulas, in a very similar
inductive prove. So assume the lemma to hold for some cp for all situa-
tions s E S. Let M, s~ ocp and M C M'. Then for every t such that
sRt: M, t~ cp, and so by the induction hypothesis M', t ~ ~p, and therefore
M', s~ Ocp. That M, s~[]cp implies M', s~ ~~p is shown analogously. a

For coherence and totality something quite similar holds: they generalize
to the modal case, but must now be construed as global properties, referring
to the model as a whole, and not as local attributes of specific situations
like we encountered in the purely propositional case. So we notice that

. for coherent models coherence generalizes to arbitrary modal formulae;
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. for total models totality generalizes to arbitrary modal formulae.

proof: by the earlier lemmas on coherence and totality it sufí'ices to check
the modal step. First assume M -( S,R,V) is coherent, i.e. every s E S
is. Suppose however that for some s' E S: s'~ D~p and s' ~ ~cp, then there
is a t with s'Rt such that t~ ~p and t~ ~o, whicli contradicts the inductive
assumption and establishes overall coherence.

Next for totality one argues by a similar indirect argument, where ~
and ~ are replaced by ~ and ~ respectively. Alternatively, one could
use the dualization of a model, which transforms a coherent model in a total
one. ~

In fact dualization holds without restriction, both in the propositional
and in the modal sphere. So we can show the generalization of lemma 3
hinted at in section 3.3:

Lemma 8 (modal duality, repeated)
For every M, s, cp : M, s~ cp q M, s~ cp and M, s~ cp q M, s ~- cp.

proof: the propositional steps of the induction on the complexity of io are
skipped; the modal steps are: (assuming the lemma to hold for ~p)

. M, s~` ocp q 3t sRt : M, t~ cp q~t sRt : M, t~ cp q M, s~ acp

. M,s~ ocpqdt sRt:M,t~~pqdtsRt:M,t~~pqM, s~-o~p .
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C Completeness of MrL~, MrL, and MrL~`

Completeness of MrL}

Lemma 8 ( repeated) O~p E I' i,~` for some ~ such that I'R~O: ~p E 0.

proof:37 From the right to the left this is immediate from the definition

of R~. To show the other direction assume that for fixed ~p and csT I':

Ocp E I'. Let ~po, ~pl, ... , ~pn ... be an enumeration of the formulas of the

modal language such that each formula occurs countably many times. On

is defined recursively by:

. ~o - {b ~ ab E I'} U {cp};

. Ont~ - On if On ~l ~Pn;

~ On-~1 - On U{~n} 1f ~n ~~n and (~n, ls not a disjunction;

. pnfl - On U {cpn, ~i} if On I- ~pn and cpn -~i V X and for all E:

Oni ~~ E~ OE E I,;

. Qnfl - pn U{cpn, X} if ~n ~ ~pn and cpn -~i V X and not for all E:

On, ~G ~ E~ OE E C;

Finally let ~ be UnE~ ~n~ We will check that 0 is a esT with the

attributed properties. I3efore doing so, we will show a very useful char-

acteristic of the ~n's, viz. that they possess what is called here the first
diamond-property: i.e. for all E:

(O1) ~n~E~OEEi'.

(similarly, an arbitrary E fulfils condition O1 if for all E: E~ E~ OE E I'.)
We will show O1 for On by induction on n:
subproof:

. Assume Do ~- E, then by R10 there are bl, ..., b„t E Do such that

b n~p ~- E ( where b - bi n... n b„~). With R16 and R17 this implies
(~) ab n Ocp ~ OE.
Since ~bl, ..., ~bf1 E I', R13 and the fact that esT's are closed under
conjunctions, we obtain ~b E I'; moreover, by assumption, Ocp E I',

and so, by the above fact: Ob n Ocp E I'. Using ~ and theoremhood
of I' this entails OE E r.

'rThe proofs of this and the next lemma were outlined by Johan van Benthem.
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~ Suppose On has O1 (Ix), and consider Ontl.

- In case ~„ If ~pn there is nothing to prove.

-~ On ~ ~ni ~n n0 disjunction, let On}1 ~ g, i.e. On, ~n ~- E.
Then the (derived) cut-rule yields 0„ ~ e and so by Ix: Oe E I'.

- If 0„ F- ~p„ -~i V X and for all e': On, tl, ~ E' ~ OE' E I', then
0„~1 has O1 for assume 0,,, ~p,,, ~i !- E, so (cut) On, ~i !- e and
thus by definition Oe E I'.

- The last possibility is that in which 0„ i- cpn, cp„ - ~(i V X and
for some el: On, ~, ~ el and Oel ~ I'. We will show that Onfl -
0„ U {cpn, X} has O1. For assume not. Then there exists an ez
such that 0,,, ~p,,, X f- ez and Oez ~ I'. Consequently, by R5 and
R6, 0,,, cpn, 4~i V X~ E1 V Ezi thus by cut: 0„ ~ el V ez, so (IH)
~(Ei V ez) E I'. With R14 OE1 V Oez E I', and by saturation of
I': Oel E I' or OEZ E I'. t (-contradiction)

Since 0„ has the O1-property, so has 0 itself! The rest of the proof is easy.

1. ~ is a theory, for if 0~~i then there are bl , ..., bk E 0 such that
bl ~~~~ ~ bk ~~. So there is an l with bl ,..., bk E 01 and by the way
we defined the enumeration of cpn: there is an n~ l for which ~i - cpn.
Therefore ~n F- cpn, and consequently ~(i E í~„~1 C 0.

2. ~ is consistent, for assume on the contrary that for some ~i: 0~
~r~i n~~i. O1 yields O(z[i n~t~i) E I', and thus by R19: t(i ~~~i E I', t

3. 0 is saturated, for assume that ~i V X E 0, then, by the special con-
struction of the sequence {cp„},,, ~i V X- cp„ and 0„ ~ ~p„ for some n.
By definition, 0„tl contains ~i or X, and so does 0.38

4. ~pEDoCO.

5. I'R~0 since

~ 0 is a CST,

~"One might object at thia point that this definition seems to prohibit containment of
both disjuncts. However, this objection fails for at least two reasons: (i) it may, for
example, be the case that X E On while 0„ U{~i} obeys O1, and in that case {~, X} C
Onfl; (ii) in case ~i ~ On and x ~ On, whereas both 0„ U{~i} and On U{X} obey O1,
the definition yields that only ~i E O,~i.l but X ~ Onfl. However, the equivalent X V~(i
will turn up later on as ~pk, and then possibly x E pwfi .
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. ~b E I' implies b E ~o C ~,

. b E 0 implies Ob E r by O1.

Lemma 9(repeated) C7~p E I' ifj` for ald ~ such that rR~O: cp E 0.

proof: From the left to the right this follows immediately from the definition
of R~. To show the other direction we argue by contraposition. Let us
assume that O:p ~ I'. We have to construct a csT 0 such that I'R~0 and

~P~O.
Let ~po,:pl, ..., cpn ... again be an enumeration of the formulas of the

modal language with countable repetition. ~n is defined in such a way that
it respects the so-called second diamond-property (02). We will say that E
has 02 if for all e:

(02) E~EV~~o~Er.

Then ~„ is defined recursively by:

. oa-{b~obEr};

. on~-~ - o„ if o„ y s~,,;
. 0„tl - On U {~p„} if On ~ ~pn and rpn is not a disjunction;

. Ontl - On U{~p,,, ~} if On ~~Pn, ~Pn -~ V X and ~n U{zli} has 02.

~ Onfi-OnU{~n~X}ifOnÍ-lPn,So„-~iVXandO„U{~}doesnot
have 02.

Let 0 be ~J„ ~n. First we will check that the 0„'s and 0 share 02; next
that 0 is a cs`r with the desired properties.

1. 0„ has the 02-property:
subproof ( by induction on n)

. Let Do ~ E V cp, then ( R10) there are bi, ..., b„t E ~o such that
b~ e V ~p, where b - bl ~... ~ b,,,. By R15 and R18 this implies
(~) ob F- Oe V o~p.
Since ~b; E I', R13 and closure of esT's under conjunctions, we
obtain Ob E I'; and consequently (with ~) O~ V o~p E I'. So, by
saturation and the fact that o~p ~ I': Oe E I'. I.e.: Do has 02.
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. Suppose On has 02 (ix). Next consider Onfl.
- In case On If cpn there is nothing to prove.
- If On ~ ~Pn, ~Pn no disjunction, let On}1 ~- E V ~p, i.e. On, ipn ~

E V ip. The cut-rule then provides On f- E V cp and so by ~H:
OE E r. Consequently ~n~l has 02.

- If On ~ ~pn -~ V X and On U{~i} has 02, so has Onfl -
On U {cpn, ~ji} (again apply cut).

- If, on the other hand, On ~~n~ ~Pn -~ V X and for some
E1: On, ~(i ~- E1 V ~p and OE1 ~ r. Then Ontl - On U {~Pn, X}
has 02. For suppose on the contrary that there exists an Ez
such that On, ~pn, X~ EZ V ~p while OEZ ~ r. By R5 and R6,
On, ~pn, ~i v X F- E1 v Ez v So, thus by cut: ~„ F- E1 v EZ v ~p,
so (tx) O(E1 V EZ) E r. With R14 OE1 V OEZ E r, and by
saturation of r: OE1 E r or OEZ E r. (t). So Onfl has 02.

Consequently, 02 also attributes to 0.

2. ~ is a theory (the proof is the same as in the previous lemma.)

3. ~p ~ 0, for assume on the contrary that So E 0. So 0 I- (~p ~~cp) V cp,
and by 02: O(~p ~~~p) E r, and therefore (R19) ocp E r. (t)

4. This also shows that ~ is consistent. (R8)

5. 0 is saturated. Again this argument is completely similar to the one
spelled out in the previous lemma.

6. rR~O since

. 0 is a CST,

. ~b E r implies b E Ao C ~,

. bE~~O~-bvcp~ (o2)oóEr
.

Completeness of MrL

In the Henkin-type proof the canonical situations now can be syntactically
inconsistent sets, so in general we henceforth consider saturated theories
(sT's for short) instead of esT's, and the accessibility-relation is adapted
correspondingly. Of course the valuation function also needs some modifi-
cation, since it can be multi-valued:
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i E ~~(p, r) i~ P E r;
o E V~(p, r) iff ,~ E r.

The general proof is roughly the same as in the case for MrL}: if A If ip,
then there is an sT E~ A such that ~p ~ E. Thus by the truth lemma E~ A
and E~ ~p, consequently A~ ~p.

The proof of the truth lemma for MrL is identical to that for MrL},
since the rules R8 and R19 are not used in it.

Lemma 7 and its proof also hold mutatis mutandis; i.e., we can obviously
skip the check on consistency of 0, and furthermore notice that R8 and R19
are only used in this step.

For the pendant of lemma 8 the latter remark does not hold: R19 is used
in deriving ~p ~ 0 as well, so merely skipping the step for consiatency will
not do. Fortunately we can remove this complication by buiding the desired
fact into the definition of On.

Lemma 10 (repeated) ocp E I' ijj` for all sT 0 such that rR~~: cp E 0.

proof: From the left to the right this is trivial. The other direction is shown
by an indirect proof. Assume that ocp ~ I'.

Let {cpn}n be an enumerating sequence of formulas with countable rep-
etition. ~n is defined in such a way that it respects 02 without containing
~:

. Do -{b ~ ob E r};

. Onfl - On if On h` ~n;

~ ~nfl - On U{cpn} 1f ~„ f- cp„ and cpn is not a disjunction;

~ Onfl - On U{(pn, Y'} lf On ~~ni ~n - Y~ V Xi On U{i!1} 11aS 02 and

On U {Z,I} ~ (p'

~ On~l - On U{(pn~ X} lf On ~~n~ ~n -~V V Xi and either On U {t~i}

does not have 02 or On U{~i} f- cp.

Again ~- Un On. The proof of theoremhood of 0 is still identical;
saturation is quite trivial again. This leaves two steps to be spelled out:

1. That ~n and thus 0 obey 02 is shown by an inductive proof similar
to that for lemma 7; in fact the only case that needs reconsideration is
that in which On ~ ~pn and ~pn is a disjunction, say ~pn -~i V X. There
are but two possibilities:
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. On U{~i} has 02, and ~„ U {~i} l~ cp. Thus, by application of the
cut rule ~„~-1 - On U{cp,,, ~(i} has 02;

. either On U{~i} does not have 02, or 0„ U{~i} ~ ~p (or both).
- If 0„ U{~i} does not have 02 then by a reasoning analogous

to lemma 7, 0„~1 - ~„ U {cpn, X} has 02.
- If ~„ U{~i} ~ cp, suppose that ~n U{~p,,, X} does not have

02. So there is an E such that On, cpn, X~ E V ~p, and Oe ~ r.
However, by R5 and R10 we also have ~,,, cp,,, ~i ~ E V cp, and
thus (R6): 0,,, cp,,, ~- e V cp, and by cut: On ~ E V ~p, and 1x
yields Oe E r. (t) Thus 0„~1 has 02.

2. ep ~ 0 follows since it can be shown by induction that 0„ Ff cp:

. For n - 0, suppose on the contrary that Oo I- cp. By R10 there
are bl, ..., b,,, E ~o such that bi n... n b,,, ~ cp, so (R15) Ob I- O~p
where b - bl ~... n b,,,. Since t]b E r it follows that []~p E r. (t)

~ Suppose On Fj~ ~p (tx). Consider Onfl.
- In case 0„ Ff ~pn: ~„tl - pn lÍ So.
- If 0„ I- cp,,, epn no disjunction, suppose 0„~ 1 F- ~p, i.e.

On, ~p„ ~ cp. Then by the cut rule: On I- ~p which contra-
dicts tx.

- 1fOn~~Pni~n-~VX~~nU{~i}has02andt,,,U{~i}Fj~cp,
then (cut) 0i}1 Ff cp.

- If ~n U {~i} does not have 02, assume that On~l ~ cp, i.e.
0,,, ~Pn, X~~P. There is an e such that On, ~p,,, ~~ E V ~p, and
Oe ~ r. However, by R5 also ~,,, ~pn, X I- e V ~p, and thus
(R6): On, ~p,,, ~- E V cp, and by cut: 0„ ~ E V cp, and tx yields
oE E r. (t)

- If On, ~ l- So, 0,,, ~p,,, X Ff cp by cut and R5.

Finally the step establishing rR~O is as before. ~

With this result another route to our earlier proof for MrL}becomes
evident: show that the addition of axioms R8 ancl R19 amounts to the con-
sistency of 0, given the consistency of r. But since the latter construction
forces us to impose an extra condition on the On, we avoided such a reformu-
lation for expository reasons: the earlier proof is surely more transparant.
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However, we can in effect use essentially the same similar technique now for
the case of MrL~`.

Completeness of MrL~`

Obviously, the canonical situations are now exhaustive, saturated theories
(EST's), accessibility and valuation are as in the case of MrL, but now re-
stricted to EsT's. The main argument (?) and the truth lemma were inde-
pendent of the nature of the canonical models, which leaves us with lemmas
7 and 10.

Lemma 11 Lem,mas 7 and 10 hold for MrL~`, on the condition that csT's
and sT's are replaced 6y EsT's.

proof: Assuming I' to be an EsT, we merely have to check for exhaustivity
of 0 by using the extra rules - the rest of the proofs of lemmas 7 and 10
still holds, with R~ and V~ restricted to Es2's:

lemma 7 since cp E ~ we know that ~i V~~i E ~ by R8;

lemma 10 in this case we have ocp ~ I', but I' is an EsT, so ~o~p E I', and
R19~` implies ~(~i V~~i) E I'. Consequently ~i V ~~i E Oo C 0.

It is a rather trivial matter to check that V~ is always defined: for every p
and EsT I': I' I- p V~p ~(theoremhood) (p V~p) E I' ~(saturation) p E I'
or ~p E i'. ~
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